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SKELETON
W. MONTAGUE COBB
Washington, D. C.

I ntroduction

Bones have three functions. They serve 1) as structural supports and
agents in locomotion, 2) as a reservoir of mineral, particularly calcium,
for use in blood coagulability, muscle tone, kidney function and activity
of the central nervous system, and 3) as housing for the hempoietic tissues
of the red marrow. Age changes are manifest throughout the life span in
respect to each of these, but in each case differentiation between ageing
and infirmity is often difficult. Adequately comprehensive data have not
accumulated and final interpretations are not possible.
The major part of existing information is descriptive of the morpho
logical changes in the skeleton from birth to advanced years. Variations
in these phenomena and in their association with time have been incom
pletely studied.
Current criteria of ageing in the preadult and the adult skeleton con
trast in four important particulars, exclusive of preadult growth changes.
1. Data on the changes from birth to the early part of the third decade
are from subjects of definitely known age and condition, while knowledge
of changes over the remainder of the life span has been derived essentially
from subjects of identified sex and stock whose ages, condition and pro
venience can generally be presumptively, but rarely positively known.
2. Preadult subjects in reported series have been principally from eco
nomically secure social strata and thus reflect a better nurture than the
destitute whose skeletons have provided the series for adult standards.
3. The roentgen-ray has been the means of identification and measure
ment of age characters in the preadult skeleton, while the ageing features
described for the adult skeleton refer to the naked bones and are not
satisfactorily or consistently identifiable by means of the x-ray in the
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living subject. Yet in orthopedic and other clinical conditions in which
age assessment would be of practical value, the condition of the skeleton
can be studied only through the roentgenogram.
4.
In the preadult skeleton, sex, constitutional type, endocrine balance
and nutritional condition have been found to influence significantly the
expression of ageing, but very little is known of the influence of these
factors on the adult skeleton.
The material upon which current adult criteria are based thus embodies
more uncertainties than that of preadult standards. Appraisement and
interpretation of age change in the adult skeleton must also take into
account the effects of the processes used in the preparation of the skeleton,
for no process, from natural desiccation to steam maceration, is without
its effects on the bones. These effects tend to be heightened by long storage.
Appearances of bone surface possibly attributable to age may actually
be the result of preparation procedures.
Clearly, important desiderata for future studies will be the development
of adequate techniques for appraisal of skeletal age in the living adult and
the determination of the degree to which standards based on cadaver
populations are applicable to the general population and/or particular
samples of the latter.
G eneral C onsiderations

Although present concern is principally with age changes in the latter
portion of the life span, after dimensional growth has ceased, one of the
chief features of these changes, their irregularity, cannot be properly ap
preciated except in the perspective of the changes over the whole life span.
All of the gross changes now identified with ageing process show an
orderliness or patterning. In fetal life when the primary centers of ossifica
tion appear, the vertebral column may serve as an example. Here the
centers for the bodies appear first in the lower thoracic region and spread
up and down the column, while those for the laminae appear first in the
cervical region and gradually progress down the column. In the appearance
of secondary or epiphysial centers of ossification during the first four years
of life, this phenomenon of patterning shows itself in the appearance of
these centers in sheaves and in a definite order (22). It is notable in late
adolescence in the age order of epiphysial union and the tendency for the
epiphyses to unite in groups (72-75).
The vividness of the protracted pattern of differentiation on the symphysial surface of the pubic bone has made this area one of the principal
age determinators in the adult skeleton.
Both pattern and bursts of activity are evident in the order and degree
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of suture closure, which extends over nearly the whole of the adult life
span.
While preadult as well as adult indicia of age exhibit much variation,
the coordinated picture for the entire skeleton presents less uniformity in
adult than in preadult periods. Controlled differentiation might be said
to be characteristic of preadult ageing. In contrast, progressive loss of
control of differentiation, of the even advance of change in the several
parts of the skeleton, is distinctive of adult ageing.
For simile, this progressive loss of control of differentiation might be
likened to a parade in which West Point cadets, veterans of World War II,
veterans of World War I and veterans of the Spanish-American War were
marching, in that order. The presumptive formation and cadence would
be the same for all, but we should notice that the West Pointers alone
would be holding their lines across the ranks and down the files. Each
successive group of veterans would show progressively less ability to main
tain the form and the pace, until the Spanish War soldiers would show
little evidence of formation and make little pretense of keeping in step.
The very irregularity of the oldest group, however, would constitute
a kind of aggregate uniformity which makes the similarity of senescents
comparable with that of infants.
The skeleton, like other parts of the body, is responsive to those in
fluences, endocrine, nutritional, genetic and otherwise, which produce varia
tions in the evidence of physiologic time as registered against chronologic
time.
Acceleration of physiologic ageing in comparison with chronologic age
is most dramatically apparent in the condition of progeria, in which a
child of six may have rapidly progressed to and show tissue characteristics
of a man of sixty.
On the other hand, there are many conditions associated with disorders
involving the sex glands and thyroid in which development is more or
less arrested, so that characters of youthful period are retained in advanced
adulthood.
The complexities and endocrine relationships of these conditions are
not yet explained, but there is evidence that development of maturity is
under pituitary control, while dimensional growth and arrest of maturation
may be ascribed to thyroid influence.
M aterials

for

Study

of

Skeletal A geing

The current standards of skeletal ageing stem largely from the vision
and labors of one investigator, Dr. T. Wingate Todd, the late and deeply
lamented author of this chapter in previous editions of this volume. Ade
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quate historical treatment of earlier studies of the anatomical criteria
used may be found in T odd’s own papers and in reviews such as that by
Ashley-Montagu (6). Todd’s perspective upon the problem encompassed
all its aspects and in the laboratory and collections which he built, studies
were initiated and brought to various stages of completion which en
hanced our knowledge of nearly all the multilateral aspects of the problem.
During a twenty-seven year period at Western Reserve University, Todd
assembled, between the years 1912 and 1939, a collection of 2600 docu
mented skeletons of known sex and stock and a death certificate age, from
anatomical laboratory cadavera. A second great collection of 1500 similarly
documented skeletons, initiated somewhat later and assembled over a
shorter period of time, was gathered at Washington University in St.
Louis by Dr. Robert J. Terry. These two collections, comprising 4100
individuals, mostly whites and American Negroes of both sexes, are unique
in the world both for size and documentation (17). There are not now in
process of assemblage any collections of similar magnitude or known origin.
Consequently, the combined Reserve and Washington collections con
stitute the main body of skeletal material available for study of the ageing
process in the adult as determined by observations upon actual skeletons
in statistical quantity. This material is the best available and there is no
prospect of better.
The Reserve collection
Since the Reserve collection is the one upon which most of the ageing
studies thus far reported have been based, a brief description of the popula
tion sample it represents will be in order.
A comprehensive analysis of the death certificate data on this collection
was made in 1932 (16-19). At that time 2139 individuals were included,
of whom 82 per cent were males and 18 per cent females. Two-thirds of
the males and slightly more than half of the females were whites; the re
mainder were American Negroes, with occasional Chinese, Mexicans and
Indians.
A birthplace was stated for 1177 or 55.6 per cent of the individuals. Of
these 723 were whites, 52.6 per cent of that group, and 453, Negroes, 61.1
per cent of the latter. Internal evidence indicated that the picture pre
sented by the sample of stated birthplace held true for the entire lot.
Sixty per cent of the whites were of European birth, but only six in
dividuals, or 1 per cent, of the Negroes were foreign born. The regional
concentration of the birthplaces among twenty-five European countries
indicated representation of the population movements known as the “ old”
and the “ new” immigrations. The native born whites were principally
of foreign parentage, an origin learned in part from specific statement
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and in part deduced from the states in which they were born (14), prin
cipally Ohio, New York, and Pennsylvania, their names and their lin
eaments.
The Negro cadavera came from 27 states and in representative number
from a different and much wider territory than the native whites. A heavy
majority were born in Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina, with many
from Tennessee, Virginia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina and Ar
kansas. Most of these Negroes had come north in the industrial migrations
which began during World War I.

F i g . 1. Distribution by age in years of 2116 cadavera in Western Reserve Uni
versity collection.

The mortality curve of the cadaver population plotted from the stated
ages exhibits a peak in middle age. The median age of the collection is
45 years. The separate curves for the component groups provide illuminat
ing comparisons (fig. 1). The “ old” immigrants (median age 58 years)
present a distinctly old age curve; the “ new” immigrants (median age
42 years) a middle age curve; and the Negroes (median age 37 years) a
still younger curve.
Immigrants as a class are composed of the active age groups, containing
few children and old people. When the age curves of the several groups
of the laboratory population are considered in the light of the uniformly
low economic level represented and the period during which the collection
analyzed was assembled (1911—31), it will be seen that the skeletal collection
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embodies evidence of three mass movements and the great economic de
pression which began in 1929.
Roughly about two hundred years ago a great colonization and national
development program attracted settlers of the “ old” immigration who came
from the British Isles, Germany and the Scandinavian countries. Since
this immigration reached its peak in about 1880, thirty years before the
collection was started, cadavera of this stock would be expected to show
the oldest curve, as they do.
With the beginning of the new era of accelerated industrial progress
toward the close of the last century, huge numbers of “ new” immigrants
from eastern, central and southern Europe were called to this country
to supply the unskilled divisions of labor. This movement was abruptly
terminated by World War I and later permanently restricted by law.
The “ new” immigration reached its peak and sudden termination soon
after the Reserve collection was begun, but as many of these people had
come over in the two preceding decades, most of the “ new” immigrants
among the cadavera approximate middle age.
To fill the demands for crude labor created by the war and the reduced
European supply, the Negro swarmed northward. The Negro migration
occurred in the midst of the years of collection, so that the truest reflection
of all would be anticipated in this group. Records of duration of residence
in Cleveland showed that many of the first arrivals among the Negroes
terminated in the anatomical catacombs. The unusually early age peak
of the Negro curve represents environmental decimation at its height.
Since there were few aged among the migrants and the survivors had not
had time to grow old, there is no old age component in the Negro curve.
The mortality curves of both “ old” and “ new” immigrant groups might
have been expected to have shown similar form at appropriately earlier
times.
Enumeration of the causes of death in this cadaver population revealed
that the diseases of poverty and exposure—tuberculosis, pneumonia, and
external causes— produced more casualties than in the general population.
Particularly was this true for the Negro cadavera among whom respiratory
diseases took the same precedence as in national Negro mortality at that
time.
There was a close similarity between the Reserve cadaver population
and Pearl’s population of persons necropsied at Johns Hopkins (52, 53),
in respect to the age distribution by race and sex, and their general popu
lations. This similarity naturally follows the common social origin of the
material. *
It has been necessary to set forth in this detail the demographic picture
of the Reserve collection not only to provide a necessary picture of the
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nature of the material, but to correct the unfortunately common impres
sion that data from the death certificates of individuals without funds
for burial are of little value. In the aggregate these data embodied so
much truth that it was possible to show from them many reflections of
the history of the city in which the cadavera were recruited. A considerable
portion of this truth resides in the stated ages of the cadavera.
Status

of

A ge A ppraisal T echnique

In the initiation of ageing studies upon this collection, the difficulties
of the material dictated the methods employed. The absence of birth
certificate ages for the cadavera could not be compensated; therefore,
Todd emphasized repeatedly that the approach was first to determine the
pattern of ageing differentiation in the several parts of the skeleton and
TABLE 1
Number of individuals used in studies of pubic differentiation and suture closure and
number in present Cleveland and St. Louis collections
Washington
University

Sex and stock

Pubic
differentiation

Suture closure

Western
Reserve

Male white..................................
Male N egro.................................
Female white...............................
Female N egro.............................

306
90
47
22

307
120
58
29

1474
733
211
225

574
580
106
257

Total.........................................

465

514

2643

1517

then to associate this pattern with time. The studies of specific criteria,
such as pubic differentiation and suture closure, were made during the
course of assembly of the collection and of necessity were based upon less
than half the material eventually available (table 1). Moreover, and again
of necessity, the studies relating to one feature did not report upon the
condition of the others in the same skeleton. Todd gradually developed
for his own use a technique for age assessment in the adult skeleton which
he demonstrated to a few others, but had not perfected for publication,
prior to his untimely death.
Various workers from time to time have used the published studies on
pubic differentiation and suture closure, reinforced with direct or remote
acquaintance with T odd’s assessment technique, to develop assessment
techniques of their own. The confidence of these workers in their results
has varied. Some have felt unable to attest the validity of their appraisals
with desirable satisfaction, while in other hands the technique has ap
peared sufficiently reliable to be incorporated in bulletins of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (37-41). The existence of considerable dissatis-
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faction with the scientific validity and general utility of current methods
of appraising age in the adult skeleton must be freely acknowledged.
It had long seemed apparent to the present writer that a comprehensive
study embracing the whole of the Cleveland and St. Louis collections might
resolve the current nebulae and permit the preparation of an atlas which
would show adequately the march of time as recorded on the skeleton,
and differences related to the individual, sex, stock and other significant
factors. In 1941 he actually embarked upon such a project and devoted a
year and several summers to it. This work served to emphasize the dif-

F i g . 2. Percentage distribution of stocks in Western Reserve laboratory popula
tion by age in decades.

Acuities of the problem as well as the advantages of material in such large
statistical quantity. It further demonstrated that sufficiently comprehen
sive studies of the combined material of both collections can eventually
offset in large measure the absence of certified ages on these skeletons.
Under present circumstances, however, this will require many investiga
tions, many workers and many years.
The present account will attempt to summarize as simply and clearly as
possible, the present status of the problem of age changes in the adult
human skeleton, and the import of the various facets of the problem.
A ges

of the

R eserve Cadavera

It is, of course, unchallenged that significant error is inherent in the
death certificate ages of unclaimed deceased consigned to an anatomical
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laboratory. These ages may represent a coroner’s guess, or, even the
subjects’ own antemortem estimates. Todd gave serious attention to this
subject.
In an early paper (70) he showed that the frequency polygons of the
stated ages in the Reserve collection showed peaks in the years which were
multiples of five. This was confirmed by Cobb (16) in greater detail when
the series had grown much larger (fig. 2). Todd ascribed these peaks to the
tendency of people who were either uncertain or unconcerned as to their
exact age, to give it in terms of the nearest year which was a multiple of
five. This would apply also to coroners or others charged with official
responsibility for estimating the age of unknown deceased persons. Todd
further showed that this tendency to give the age as the nearest five year
lustrum became increasingly conspicuous after age 30. He cited that this
was by no means a modern tendency, as it was apparent in Macdonell’s
(46) mortality curves of ancient Romans.
The lustral peaks of the cadaver mortality curve, therefore, represent
both antemortem subjective estimate as well as, in lesser degree, post
mortem objective guess.
A dult Skeletal A ge D eterminators

The humerus is the skeletal criterion for the transitions into adolescence
and into adulthood. Its distal epiphysis is first of those of the long bones
to unite and its proximal, the last. A united proximal epiphysis establishes
the subject as of age 19 or beyond.
Closure of the basilar suture (basisphenoid with basioccipital) has proved
a convenient standard (30) for early adulthood (age 20-21) although no
specific study of the closure of this suture has been published. The eruption
of the third molar may have contributory but not definitive value in this
connection. In many populations the third molar frequently may not
erupt. In Eskimos unerupted third molars are rarely if ever found after
closure of the basilar suture (61).
During the remainder of the third decade the laggard epiphyses, those
of the vertebral bodies and sternal end of the clavicle unite. Again, precise
studies of the dates of union of these epiphyses have not been reported.
From about age 20 into advanced years the progress of pubic differen
tiation and suture closure have been described in detail.
Of corroborative value as age advances, but as yet without established
norms, are dental wear, the occurrence of lipping on the articular margins
of the long bones, ossification of costal cartilages, spondylitis as distinct
from arthritis of the vertebral column and changes in the areas adjacent
to certain joints, such as the manubrio-gladiolar articulation.
Modifications with time in the vascularity, surface texture and cancel
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lous structure of the scapula, make this bone a valuable auxiliary indicator
of age.
Pubic differentiation
Todd’s studies of the age changes on the symphysial surface of the pubic
bone constitute the most exhaustive investigation of ageing in any skeletal
feature of the human adult. The eight papers of this series describe the
structural changes, the variations associated with sex, race and individual
deviation, the comparative morphology of symphysial change, and ap
praisement of human pubic differentiation by the x-ray.
The symphysis pubis was chosen for this investigation because it shows
“ definite sequence of modification strictly associated with age,” and be
cause unlike any other skeletal feature, it “ tells its tale throughout life,
although less clearly from forty years onward than at an earlier age”
(63-67,71).
Todd had envisioned a series of studies to embrace all the adult skeletal
features in which age change is readily manifest. Of these projected in
quiries only those on the symphysial face of the pubic bone and suture
closure were completed.
Todd showed the pubic metamorphosis follows essentially the same
pattern in both mammals and man, and he devised a scheme based on
comparable anatomical criteria in other regions, for showing the relation
of the pubic sequence of change to life period in mammals and man. In
addition, he expressed the age relationship in terms of years for man.
Relative to the fact that the ages of his standard skeletons could not
be confirmed by birth certificates or other unquestionable evidence, he
stated that “ the difficulty of getting precise and reliable data regarding
age was greatly underestimated at the beginning of our skeletal investi
gation and this difficulty is responsible in larger degree than any other
single circumstance for the long period between the inception of the Western
Reserve University collection and the publication of studies thereupon.”
His careful and comprehensive analysis of the factors involved led to the
conclusion that “ at present we must adopt the course of accepting the
stated age” (Todd (63) p. 292). Obviously, no other course was possible.
Todd divided the pattern of pubic differentiation into ten phases, each
of which was associated with an age range. The pattern of change is il
lustrated by the accompanying figures.
In post-adolescent and early adult life the subepiphysial symphysial
face presents a transversely billowed surface with an increasing sharp dorsal
margin and bevelled ventral area. Overlying this subepiphysial face is a
cartilaginous epiphysis, the ventral part of which alone ossifies. The close
textured epiphysial ossification is apparent early in the third decade (fig. 3).
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It forms upper and lower extremities and a ventral rampart for the symphysial face with which it may or may not fuse at this time. Under the
ventral rampart rarefaction appears in the billowed subepiphysial bone
so that the epiphysial rampart may actually form bridges of bone.

F ig . 3
F ig . 4
3. Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 744 W. R. U. Negro, male, aged 22
years. The billowed pattern of adolescence is now being covered by a finer textured
epiphysial bone over upper and lower ends and ventral margin. These ossifications
may occur separately as upper and lower nodules and ventral rampart. At this stage
of maturity there is no sign of dorsal margin or transformation in surface texture.
F i g . 4. Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 860 W. R. U. Negro, male, aged 23
years. Nodules and rampart are present but less clearly distinct than in figure 3
Dorsal margin and commencing textural transformation in surface are apparent.
F ig.

F ig . 5

F ig. 6

Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 525 W. R. U. Negro, male, aged 22
years. All parts seen in figures 3, 4 are present in this example but are retrogressive
in type. The cause of variants in ruggedness of expression in different bones is not
yet known.
F i g . 6. Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 791 W. R. U. Negro, male, aged 28
years. Upper and lower nodules and ventral rampart are now losing themselves in
the general textural transformation.
F i g . 5.
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Most frequently however the bony epiphysis, as it ossifies, fuses im
mediately with the underlying bone so that the billowed surface becomes
glazed by close textured new bone (fig. 4). Distinction between epiphysial
and underlying bone is often difficult (fig. 5).

F ig . 7
F ig . 8
7. Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 314 W. R. U. White, male,
years. Relatively smooth and generally inactive surface with complete oval
clearly defined extremities, no “ rim” or beading of borders and no lipping of
F i g . 8. Symphysial face, pubic bones. No. 202 W. R. U. White, male,
years. A distinct narrow beading or “ rim” round borders.
F ig .

aged 42
outline,
margin.
aged 52

F i g . 9. Symphysial face, 1.5 pubic bones. No. 253 W. R. U. White, male, aged
58 years. Marked erosion of surface and breakdown of ventral margin.
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In the latter part of the third decade the billowed texture is lost and
a typical ovoid symphysial face results, formed dorsally by the pubic bone
itself but ventrally, and at upper and lower extremities, by ossified fused
epiphysial bone (fig. 6). Early in the fifth decade the symphysial face pre
sents an oval surface of which the texture is relatively smooth, delimited
by clearly outlined dorsal and ventral margins meeting at raised upper
and lower extremities (fig. 7). Toward the end of the fifth decade a narrow

F i g . 10. Symphysial face, 1.5 pubic bones. No. 359 W. R. U. White, male, aged
63 years. Complete transformation of surface into the irregularly eroded texture
of advanced age.

beaded rim develops on the margins as in other articular surfaces of the
skeleton (fig. 8).
v
During the sixth decade erosion of surface and breakdown of ventral
margin begin to modify the configuration of the symphysial face (fig. 9).
In the seventh decade this modification has progressed to the complete
transformation of the surface into the irregularly eroded texture of ad
vanced age (fig. 10). This terminal disorderly configuration is a true feature
of the ageing process. Although the morphological features are indistin
guishable from those of pathological origin it is not due to disease. It
illustrates a blend of ageing and infirmity where orderly control of dif
ferentiation is lost although the bizarre and often grotesque overgrowth
of frankly pathological origin is lacking (63-64).
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Suture closure
Four papers by Todd and Lyon on endocranial and on ectocranial closure
in white males and Negro males, respectively, constitute the most extensive
published studies on human suture closure (79-82). These reports were
based exclusively upon the male series because eliminations for irregularities
in closure would have reduced prohibitively the already inadequate female
series for demonstration of closure pattern and age relationship (table 1).
The method used was the determination of modal progress in closure.
Skulls which did not individually show even progress were discarded from
the series and treated separately. Forty white and 41 Negro skulls were
so rejected. These constituted 13.3 and 34.2 per cent of their respective
series. There remained thus 267 male white and 79 male Negro skulls
upon which the findings on order and time of closure were based. The
small size of this series and the principle of rejecting irregular specimens
have undoubtedly been the source of much of the difficulty encountered
by others who have attempted to use the condition of the sutures as a
basis for age assessment.
Stewart (61) found in 20 Eskimo skulls considerable irregularity and
asymmetry in closure of the coronal and sagittal sutures and that the
coronal seemed to close before the sagittal, the reverse of the finding of
Todd and Lyon in whites and American Negroes. Cattaneo (15), apparently
unfamiliar with the more recent studies, concluded from a study of 100
skulls of unspecified origin in Argentina, that sutures were useful only as
a suggestive indicator of age in medico-legal cases, because 33 per cent
show variations from the rules for closure which he gleaned from early
writers (10-11).
Unlike the procedure in the case of the pubic bone, individual specimens
were not used by Todd and Lyon to illustrate the progress of suture closure.
This was shown by composite graphs which represented the average closure
of all the skulls in the series.
The numerical and hence graphic representation of the progress of closure
was made possible in the following way. First, the sutures were classified
into three regional groups, namely those of the vault (roof of the skull),
the circum-meatal (about the ear-hole), and the accessory. The vault sutures
are three, the sagittal, coronal and lambdoid. The circum-meatal, arranged
around the external auditory meatus, are four, the spheno-temporal, squa
mous, parieto-mastoid and masto-occipital, and the accessory sutures,
intermediate in closure relationships between the other two groups, are
two in number, the spheno-parietal and spheno-frontal sutures.
These nine sutures were assigned linear subdivisions of their own, follow
ing the terminology of Broca. The respective subdivisions totalled 21 units
as shown in table 2.
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For each subdivision of each suture the degree of union, referring to the
extent of confluence of surface of adjacent bones and not to any deep
condition, was indicated by one of the figures 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4, 0 meaning
no union and 4, complete union. Thus the condition of each suture may be
represented by a formula, as, Sagittal 0143, meaning; pars bregmatica?
TABLE 2
Sutures and subdivisions for which closure is recorded
No.

Subdivisions

Suture

Units

Vault
1
2
3

Sagittal
Coronal
Lambdoid

Bregmatica, vertica, obelica, lambdica
Bregmatica, complicata, pterica
Lambdica, media, asterica

4
3
3
10

Circum-meatal
4
5
6
7

Speno-temporal
Squamous
Parieto-mastoid
Masto-occipital

Superior,
Anterior,
Taken as
Superior,

inferior
posterior
a whole
media, inferior

2
2
1
3
8

Accessory
8
9

Spheno-parietal
Spheno-frontal

Taken as a whole
Orbital, temporal

1
2
3

T ota l......................................................................................................................

21

no union; pars verticis, one fourth united; pars obelica, completely united;
and pars lambdica, three fourths united.
From the formula of each suture for all the skulls in the several age
groups recorded in this way, graphs were prepared showing the progress
of union. The dates of commencement and completion of closure ultimately
derived for white and Negro series are presented in table 3, with incidental
comments on the course of progress.
The following principal conclusions emerged:
1.
Suture closure in general becomes apparent upon both endocranial
and ectocranial surfaces of the skull at the same time. Ectocranial closure
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progresses more slowly and shows more individual variation. It is hence
less reliable as an age indicator.
2. The years 26 to 30 witness the greatest activity in closure on both
internal and external aspects of the skull. Periodicity is further manifest
in secondary periods of activity in the later thirties (ectrocranial), the
fifties (both) and the late seventies (endocranial).
3. The regional segregation of the sutures into vault, circumeatal and
accessory groups is emphasized by their pattern of closure, a. The sutures
of the vault begin closure first, in order, sagittal age 22, coronal age 24,
and lambdoid age 26, and move rapidly to near complete closure at about
30, after which progress to completion is slow, at 35, 41, and 47 years,
respectively.
1
b. The circumeatal sutures begin closure last, commencement being
spread over the fourth decade, the order being, masto-occipital, sphenotemporal, squamous and parieto-mastoid. Progress is slow in this group
except for the secondary bursts of activity cited above (item 2).
c. The accessory sutures form an intermediate link between the other
two groups in time of closure, the spheno-frontal beginning with the vault
group and moving rapidly with them to about three quarters closure at
about 30, then gradually progressing to complete union at 65. The spheno
parietal begins with the circumeatal group, moves steadily to three quarters
closure at 46 and slowly proceeds to complete union at 65.
d. The partes pterica and asterica of the coronal and lambdoid sutures
respectively, tend toward the age relationship of the adjacent circumeatal
sutures in closure.
That there is some general or constitutional influence which modifies
progress in suture closure, commencing approximately at thirty years, is
evident since all sutural elements, whatever their degree of union, show
arrested activity at this age. It is as if Nature grew tired of carrying on
her morphological work to its completion and left the structure imperfect
in appearance though not in function. Failure of union is much more
frequent in sutural than in epiphysial closure and is characterized by a
heaping up of bone tissue along the edges of the unclosed part. The edges
therefore look “ clawed” and inturned like the margins of trachomatous
eyelids.
While bone along a suture edge is still in a state of active change it
possesses a granular texture difficult to describe but easy to recognize.
After activity has ceased the granularity gives place to a waxy smoothness
of texture. Heaped-up edges on an unclosed suture are characteristic evi
dence of quiescence which absolutely differentiates the suture from one
still in a state of active closure. Todd called this condition lapsed union.
It is very frequent in the sutures on the endocranial aspect of human skulls
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and is almost constant on the ectocranial surface where, however, it does
not present the characteristic heaped-up feature (79-82).
Closure of sutures between the bones of the face commences in general
later than but pursues its course parallel with suture closure in the cranium.
No adequate description has so far been given of the age relationship of
facial suture closure in man though Schweikher (58) has made a detailed
record of the sequence of union between the several facial bones of the
hyaena as a type of mammal and Krogman (35-36) has described the
same process in anthropoids and Old World apes.
Because considerable confusion still exists in the interpretation of suture
closure and because of the procedure of rejecting, for cause, certain skulls
in their relatively small series by Todd and Lyon, it seemed that additional
light might be obtained if the conditions of the sutures in the skulls of
the combined Reserve and Washington collections were tabulated and
analyzed. This the present writer has done and it is hoped that the results
may shortly be published.
It is to be emphasized that the function of sutures and the significance
of their closure has not been adequately clarified. The recent studies of
Brash (12) confirmed the Hunterian principle that bones grow and change
form by surface accretion and surface absorption. Epicranial deposit and
resorption on the endocranial surface would permit the skull to grow with
out the presence of sutures. The charting of growth of the individual bones
of the skull by Todd and his associates in man and in certain mammals
has indicated that growth changes in the bones may be observed along
the suture lines (85). In addition, the cranial deformities such as scapho
cephaly, oxycephaly, acrocephaly, etc., have been traditionally ascribed
to premature obliteration of specific sutures. The interesting work of Mount
(50) is significant. He removed surgically from the heads of young scapho
cephalies with deformity strips of bone along the obliterated sagittal suture
line. He obtained relief of the deformity with a new suture being formed
at the proper line of coalescence in the new bone which grew in to cover
the defects produced by the removal of the strips. The problem of the
significance of sutures and their closure still requires further elucidation.
Cranial texture
Age changes are also evident in the texture and markings of the cranium
both without and within.
The texture of the young adult cranium is ivorine in both outer and
inner surfaces but gradually, between thirty and fifty years, a change takes
place. The surface assumes a matte appearance like that of an English
biscuit. It is not coarse enough to deserve the term granular, though
granularity may occur after middle life, and is often present in advanced
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age as evidence of nutritional deficiency. The muscular ridging on the ex
terior of the cranium, absent in the young, shows itself in temporal and
occipital areas from twenty-five years. It does not become better marked
during mature life nor does it diminish in advanced age. Similar muscular
ridging appears and pursues an identical course on zygoma and masseteric
area of mandible. Pitting of the parietal bones is not an age character but
is evidence of a nutritional defect in childhood. From this the bones, once
scarred, never recover so that the percentage showing pitting remains
approximately constant in samples no matter what their age. The imprint
of the sagittal venous sinus does not become more marked during mature
or even advanced age nor does that of the left lateral venous sinus though
there is some evidence, perhaps equivocal, of deepening in the imprint
of the right lateral venous sinus after fifty years is reached. Contrary to
general belief no significant change has been found occurring solely as a
result of advanced age in depth or extent of Pacchionian depressions.
The grooves for the meningeal veins (32) do however show a deepening
and sharpening of their margins as age increases.
Symmetrical atrophy of the parietal bones has been claimed as an age
characteristic since Maier first adequately described it (47). It is however
by no means frequent. Humphry ((28), pp. 242-243) found only one
example in Cambridge, four in Paris and one in Berlin and hazarded, from
the exact symmetry, similarity of deficiency in the several skulls and from
the absence of any trace of disease, that the condition is congenital. The
review and experience of Wilson (92) confirm the infrequency of the condi
tion and the lack of evidence for identifying it as an age change. Among
more than 2600 contemporary skulls of white and Negro origin added to
the Hamann Museum since 1912 it has never been seen, but it does occur
once only as a well marked feature among the skulls collected for the
Museum from the unclaimed dead of Cleveland since the year 1892. This
skull is figured by Keen ((34), vol, 3, p. 43). Symmetrical thinning of the
parietal bones was very common in Egypt between the fourth and nine
teenth dynasties, occurring among the upper classes in people accustomed
to wear wigs of enormous proportions and great weight (59). It is produced
by a thinning successively of the outer table, diploe and inner table and
never occurs under about thirty years of age. Meyer (49), writing ten years
after Elliot Smith, has doubts on the uniformity of causation but there
was no history for any skull in Meyer’s series to give indication of a probable
cause. The skull (0.22 W .R.U.) in the Hamann Museum illustrates the
fact that in symmetrical thinning of the parietal bones we may have to
deal with diverse causes. Thinning in this skull started on the endocranial
surface which shows sheaves of vascular channels radiating from the sides
of the sagittal elevation along which the sagittal venous sinus coursed.
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Some of these are associated with Pacchionian depressions. The diploe
has collapsed but the outer table is not directly affected. Meyer’s contention
is therefore borne out, but this is a totally different type of thinning from
that described by Elliot Smith. It is however equally pathological in origin
and in no way a feature of age.
Wetzel (91) speaks of an atrophy of diploe in old age. Schuller (57)
however describes this change as a transformation of the diploe into bone
from fifty years onward. He also claims as age characters both symmetrical
thinning of the parietals and general thickening of the vault. In his very
large collection of skulls of known age Todd showed that there is no charac
teristic change in the thickness of the vault with advancing years. If there
is a real and constant change in cranial thickness characteristic of age it
is not conclusive enough to permit measurements.
The diploe of the cranium, which first makes its appearance in childhood
at about the sixth year, continues to develop until young adult life and
is evident in the roentgenogram as a fine mottling. Plarris (25) has pointed
out that the diploe first becomes channelled by venous sinuses at about
thirty-five years, possibly to provide a back-water connected with the
cerebral circulation as these diploic sinuses form a communication between
the venous sinuses of the dura and the veins of the scalp. Harris further
points out that after the onset of the menopause in women and during the
later fifties in men the diploic sinuses again disappear with the increase of
bony deposit in the diploe. This of necessity means a reduction and final
elimination of the safety factor provided for middle life by the presence
of the diploic sinuses. The fine mottling on the roentgenogram now gives
place to a more irregular open tracery or complete loss of mottling.
Halisteresis has frequently been described, both in cranium and face,
as characteristic of old age. It is by no means invariable and is definitely
an expression of the failure of adequate nutrition which so often supervenes
as a mark of infirmity In the supportive tissues of advanced years. Pearce
(51) has described the diminution in oxygen consumption of excised organs
in mice of a yeat or more in age when contrasted with the tissue respiration
of growing animals of the same racial strain. No such experiments are
extant to demonstrate a like distinction in bone or connective tissue. But
W olbach’s researches on the influence of Vitamin C in the formation of
collagen and reticulum (48, 93-95) together with the investigations by
Lanman and Ingalls on the resistance of healing wounds to the strain of
rupture make very impressive the indispensibility of Vitamin C for the
effective function of connective tissue. Good bone texture of proper strength
is likewise the result of appropriate nutrition in adequate amount and
suitable form. The infirmities of old age, implying malnutrition in diverse
forms, are certainly associated with halisteresis. Further an osteoporosis
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indistinguishable from the halisteresis of advanced years is frequently
present in persons of mature and even of youthful age when suffering from
chronic impaired constitutional health. Many fractures of the skull are due
less to the force of the injury than to the weakness or brittleness of the
osteoporotic bone.
A study by Todd (69) of the thickness of 448 male white crania indicated
that there is a slight increase in thickness up to about 60 years with no
change thereafter. Cranial thickness is, however, so variable that it ap
peared imreasonable to believe under specific natural control. A relation
ship between thickness and capacity was suggestively indicated, the more
capacious crania being thinner. Because thickness is too variable to permit
prediction of change with any real accuracy for a particular skull, it appears
to have minimal value as an age indicator.
Scapula
Age changes in the skeleton can clearly be seen in the thin translucent
scapula. These changes resolve themselves into three types, namely, modi
fications of vascularity, of surface texture, and of cancellous structure. For
information on vascularity and surface texture we are indebted to Graves
(23).
The features of deep vascularity in the bone substance are best shown
in photographs made by transmitted light which demonstrates also the
atrophic spots in surface texture. Surface vascularity is easily seen by
simple observation but the vascular tracks are small and the history of
their modification is identical with that of deep vascularity.
Figure 11 shows the vascular pattern in adolescence. It is rich over entire
noncancellous areas both above and below the spinous process. In the early
twenties (fig. 12) it is equally rich but its pattern is more distinct. Leashes
of vessels sweep over the axillary and vertebral borders and swirl inwards
and downwards from the region of the spinous process. In the infraspinous
area leashes also enter through the glenoid base swirling upwards and down
wards respectively to mingle with the leashes sweeping over the axillary
and vertebral borders.
The lines of attachment of intramuscular tendinous bands are evident as
narrow dark zones originating in the vertebral border and extending to
wards the glenoid base. By about the age of fifty years (fig. 13) the vascular
pattern is no longer clearly marked. The lines of tendinous insertion are
more numerous and between them are clearer, irregular areas of bone
atrophy. In old age (fig. 14) deep vascularity is distinguishable by trans
mitted light and the thickened ridges of tendinous attachment appear as
dense black zones extended into a bizarre pattern of local thickenings
between which are the clear atrophic spots.
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The surface texture of the bone changes with advancing age in a manner
similar to that of the skull. In the thin scapular blade these changes are
complicated by the appearance of areas or spots of atrophy, seldom seen
before forty-five years but occurring with increasing frequency after fifty
years. The bone, held up to the light, seems patchyi spotted or “ motheaten” . Those areas in which the atrophy is more advanced are depressed
below the level of the adjacent surface and plainly delimited by a sharp

F i g . 11
F i g . 12
11. Transilluminated scapulae. No. 633 W. R. U. Negro, female, aged 13
years. Note richness of deep vascularity as described in figure 12.
F i g . 12. Transilluminated scapulae. No. 423 W. R. U. White, male, aged 24 years.
Leashes of vessels sweep over axillary and vertebral borders and swirl upwards
and downwards from region of spinous process.
Fig .

margin. By transmitted light the spots are pearly, granular and amorphous
in appearance. They may be thin like parchment or their centers may be
perforated. Thus they resemble the special symmetrical atrophic areas
on the parietal bones.
Accompanying the bone atrophy are other features, namely, blistering,
buckling or pleating of surface and distortion of substance. A coarse wrinkle
or pleat may be seen even in the thirties. It usually appeared on the dorsal
surface of the blade below the spine and parallel in a general way to the
cristae of tendinous attachment. Buckling is more frequent in thin blades
and increases in frequency with age. Blisters are local areas of paper-thin
compacta raised above the surrounding surface. They cover venous en
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largements and are seen only in advanced age. Distortion implies deformity
or warping of the entire thickness of the blade. It can be seen equally
well in macerated and in fresh dissected scapulae of advanced age but never
occurs in scapulae possessing a thick blade.
All the foregoing characteristics of age can be seen in roentgenograms
of the scapula but they are less clearly evident than in transilluminated
bones.

F i g . 13

F i g . 14

13. Transilluminated scapulae. No. 285 W. R. U. White, male, aged 45 years.
Vascular pattern no longer clearly marked. Continuity marred by development
of “ muscular” ridges radiating from vertebral border.
F i g . 14. Transilluminated scapulae. No. 115 W. R. U. White, male, aged 88 years.
Vascularity indistinguishable. Both supra- and infra-spinous areas irregularly thick
ened with intervening areas. “ Muscular” ridges extended and erratic.
Fig .

A roentgenogram of the scapula is particularly instructive for the study
of cancellous tissue. This is illustrated by figures 15-18.
In adolescence (fig. 15) there are no cristae of tendinous attachment.
Thickening has not yet taken place on the axillary border. Cancellous
tissue is close textured with fine trabeculae along borders and attachment of
spinous process. Lacunae of more open trabecular architecture occur be
tween axillary border and spinous process. Trabecular lines paralleling
glenoid surface have appeared in glenoid base but those radiating from
glenoid surface have not yet arranged themselves into a formal pattern.
During early adult life (fig. 1G) cristae for tendinous attachment are
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commencing to develop and the axillary border is thickening. Cancellous
tissue is close textured; its trabeculae and lacunar formation are unchanged
from those of adolescence. The trabeculae parallel to glenoid surface in the
glenoid base are also unchanged; the radial trabeculae have now arranged

F i g . 15
F i g . 16
Roentgenogram of left scapula. No. 633 W . R. U. Negro, female, aged
13 years. The rich vascular pattern is evident. There are no cristae of tendinous
attachment. The axillary border is not thickened. Cancellous tissue is close and fine
textured along borders and attachment of spinous process. It shows some lacunae
between axillary border and spinous process. Radiating lines in glenoid base have not
yet a formal pattern. Lines paralleling the glenoid surface are present. Glenoid rim
is not yet formed.
F i g . 16. Roentgenogram of left scapula. No. 680 W. R. U. White, male, aged 23
years. Vascular pattern is less rich but more formal in design. Cristae of tendinous
attachment are commencing. Axillary border is thickened. Cancellous tissue is
close and fine textured along borders. Lacunar formation remains as in figure 15
Radiating lines are arranged in formal pattern in glenoid bone. Lines paralleling
glenoid surface are the same as in figure 15. Glenoid rim is not yet formed.
F i g . 15.

themselves into a formal pattern. The glenoid rim, which is not evident
until about thirty-five years, is absent.
During mature life, except for a possible further development of cristae,
there are no significant changes in substance.
With the onset of old age (fig. 17) cristae for tendinous attachment are
numerous and well developed. Cancellous tissue becomes more open and
its lacunar formation becomes more extensive. Irregular areas of atrophy
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with surface pleating are evident. The articular margin of the glenoid
surface no longer shows a beaded rim but has a sharp lipped margin. There
is reduction in thickness and number of parallel and radiating trabeculae
beneath the glenoid surface.

F i g . 17
F i g . 18
17. Roentgenogram of left scapula. No. 3132 W. R. U. White, female, aged
61 years. Entire bone is demineralized. Vascular pattern is no longer distinguish
able. Cristae are numerous but demineralized. Axillary border is greatly demineral
ized. Cancellous tissue is open textured. Lacunar formation has extended into base
of glenoid. Radiating lines in base of glenoid are still evident though reduced in
number and limited in area. Lines paralleling glenoid surface have disappeared.
Glenoid rim shows sharp margin. Irregular areas of atrophy are present above and
below the spinous process. One very definite area of radial buckling is evident below
the spine.
F i g . 18. Roentgenogram of left scapula. No. 3053 W. R. U. White, female, aged
70 years. Constitutional deficiency. Entire bone greatly demineralized. No vascular
pattern. Cristae present. Axillary and vertebral borders and acromion buckled and
distorted. Cancellous tissue open; its trabeculae fragmented. Lacunar formation
permeates all cancellous tissue. Glenoid surface completely demineralized and dis
organized. Radiating and parallel lines of glenoid base lost. Distortion evident in
acromion, coracoid and vertebral border.
F ig .

In senility all the features of old age are accentuated but if halisteresis
or demineralization becomes severe (fig. 18), as it often does in advanced
age, all the features already catalogued as characteristic of old age and
senility become exaggerated except the cristae which cannot become sharper
or more pronounced for lack of mineral.
These observations are, to a certain extent, heterodox. It must be
remembered, however, that intensive study of age features in the skeleton
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was impossible until the utilization of the roentgenogram as a routine
technical method for study and the establishment of the collection of
skeletons of known age in the Hamann Museum. Cristae are not evidence
of muscularity but merely of maturity. Whatever the influences which
determine the formal pattern of bone architecture the pattern itself is an
age character developing in childhood and youth, maintained during mature
life and lost as age advances or infirmity intervenes.
Articular lipping
The phenomenon of articular lipping has already been mentioned in
connection with later pubic differentiation and ageing in the scapula. It
has been stated to occur also around the margins of the joint surfaces of
the long bones, vertebrae and ribs. Unfortunately, a definitive treatise
on the subject has not been written.
Willis (92) reported upon the changes found in the lumbar vertebrae
of 625 columns in the Reserve collection. It had been observed that the
lumbar region was especially subject to these changes.
Lipping is not specifically defined but it seems reasonably clear that
the reference includes any ligamentous ossification or new bone formation
at the capsular line of a joint, a condition which is clinically labelled
hypertrophic arthritis.
Up to age 35, practically no lipping was encountered. After age 45,
however, the condition was universal and progressed with further advance
in years. The frequency distribution according to degree of lipping showed
gradual and uninterrupted progress with age.
As earlier authors had indicated a relationship between body build and
hypertrophic arthritis, Willis classified his columns as to structural type
as, slender, average and heavy. In the series of 625 spines, the average
type was the most common, followed closely in frequency by the slender.
The heavy type was decidedly less abundant than the other two. In age
incidence, the slender type dropped out 15 years earlier than the others.
This was said to be, “ probably due to the fact that in advanced age the
erosion of the vertebral bodies and the lateral lipping increases the width
of the body in relation to its height, the segment therefore assuming a
heavier type of appearance.”
It was found that no type was immune to the process of lipping, but
that there was “ a distinctly stronger tendency (for it) to progress in in
verse ratio to the vertebral index of the individual” , that is, the heavier
types were more susceptible to the change. Lipping, though just as in
variable, tended to occur about a decade later than in the slender type.
This finding suggests function rather than age as the fundamental causa
tive factor in this change, even though it be of universal occurrence after
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age 45. Willis comments in this connection that, “ we have the clinician
describing the bone changes of the ‘chronic rheumatism of the elderly’
as necrosis in the vicinity of a joint with irregular laying down of new bone
at the capsular attachments, while the anatomist describes age changes
in the bone as a rarefaction and erosion with erratic ossification. The
difference then must be one of degree or of arrangement. Theoretically
the age influence is exerted steadily and continuously but is necessarily
affected by general habits of life and general physical condition. Its ‘lipping’
should be ‘regular.’ The pathologic influences, variable in severity and in
continuity, exerting an erratic and spasmodic influence, should result in
bizarre lipping with sclerosis and osteoporosis of the bone, not seen as a
result of age influence alone.”
Keefer, Parker, Myers, and Irwin (33) have shown that changes occur in
increasing frequency with advancing age at the knee joint. These changes
are identical in both sexes. They are commonest in areas subjected to
movement, strain, weight bearing and injury. They bear no relation to
symptoms, to arteriosclerosis or to other particular disease processes. In
the one hundred knee joints studied by these four authors age changes
occurred in the patella in 81 per cent, trochlear surface 65 per cent, lateral
condyle of tibia 64 per cent, medial condyle of 55 per cent, medial condyle
of femur 43 per cent and lateral condyle of femur 36 per cent. The same
authors state that the synovial membrane was essentially normal except
in joints which showed changes in the cartilage. In these the capsule was
thickened: there were papillary projections of synovial membrane and
occasionally small collections of lymphocytes around the blood vessels.
Changes in the cartilage comprised fibrillation, degeneration, destruction
and in some areas regeneration such as Amprino and Bairati (3) have de
scribed. Subarticular bone was thickened. Marrow spaces were frequently
filled with fibrous tissue. Cysts and areas of cartilage were present in the
bony tissue. There were also exostoses and projections of cartilage over
the margin of the joint surface and depressions of cartilage below the origi
nal level which was caused by flattening or erosion of the joint surface
and which gave the appearance of bony outgrowth. All these changes,
which are identical with those of degenerative or hypertrophic arthritis,
were found to occur in increasing frequency with advancing age. The initial
features of rim formation and lipping, to which reference has already been
made above are to be found in the article by Graves (23).
The facts indicate that lipping is a phenomenon due primarily to met
abolic alteration which results in ossific deposit where there latter does not
normally occur. To some undetermined extent this alteration is associated
with age, but the distinction between ageing and pathological excess cannot
yet be made. Further secondary changes of a functional nature due to the
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primary metabolic alterations, as in osteoporotic weakening of the ver
tebrae, may be identified with age but are not causally related to it in the
first instance.
These conclusions are confirmed by the excellent study of age changes
in the knee joint by Bennett, Waine and Bauer (9) based on examination
of specimens from G3 individuals from one month to 90 years of age, none
of whom had had symptoms of joint disease or evidence of joint abnormali
ties on physical examination. The gross specimens were fixed when fresh,
after amputation or autopsy, and gross and microscopic findings were
carefully recorded and photographed. These authors found that in every
subject beyond age 15, some degeneration of the knee joint was observable.
In their subjects of 15 year or younger, the peripheral margin of the
entire tibial epiphysis and that of nearly all the femoral epiphysis were
covered by a layer of hyaline cartilage nearly as thick as the articular
cartilage. In the subjects between 15 and 20 years, this cartilaginous
covering was no longer present, indicating cessation or marking slowing
of lateral growth. In subjects of the third decade, the perichondrial margins
of the femoral condyles were found sharply outlined, somewhat elevated
and nodular, but no evidence of abnormal overgrowth to warrant the
designation of marginal lipping.
In a specimen of the fourth decade a small triangular “ spike” on the
tibia composed of subchondral bone and calcified cartilage was noted ex
tending to the joint surface at the margin of the lateral condyle near the
tibial eminence. Microscopic study suggested that it had arisen from pro
liferation of vascular connective tissue of the subchondral marrow spaces
through a gap in the calcified layer of cartilage and into the substance of
the deteriorated cartilage. This lesion was the earliest definite example
of lipping encountered by Bennett and his associates in their series.
In the fifth decade lipping was not found on any of the tibial condyles
but in some instances was well marked around those of the femur. In this
age group the first case of loss of all cartilage from an eburnated epiphysis
was observed.
Beginning with the seventh decennium it was rare that any one of the
articular structures was found normal. Marginal lipping was present in
each instance around the patellar surface of the femur.
In specimens of the eighth, ninth and tenth decades, without significant
exception, the average pathological change in each subdivision of the joint
had increased. The order of magnitude remained nearly the same. Thus
the patella, patellar surface of femur, exposed areas of the tibial condyles
and the portions of the femoral condyles subjected to heaviest use, exhibited
the greater measure of degenerative and hypertrophic alterations.
While giving due emphasis to the obvious significance of functional con
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siderations, in an exhaustive review of etiological factors, Bennett, Waine
and Bauer did* not essay fundamental explanations of their own. De
generative joint disease is frankly a pathological process, not per se an
age change, but the most important correlative with this process, they
showed conclusively, was increasing age. In their opinion, morphological
data alone held limited opportunity for further advances, but the com
bination of microscopic observations with histo-chemical methods and
studies of tissue metabolism was promising. The recent developments
with ACTH and cortisone emphasize the importance of experimental
method in this connection.
Density of bone
The density of bone bears an obvious relationship to its functions of
support and mineral storage. The general awareness of age variation in
density is reflected in lay reference to the green-stick nature of the bones
of the young and the brittleness of the skeleton of the elderly. Ingalks
study of bone weight (31), involves the largest number of individuals of
any investigation related to the subject. Ingalls weighed the entire skeleton
and individual bones of 100 male whites, comprising 20 cases each in the
5 ten year age periods, 19-30, 31-40, 41-49, 50-59, and 60-78 years.
The total skeletal weight showed a rise from about 25 to 35 years, fol
lowed by a decrease to a point a little below the mean at 45 years. From
this period the curve rose to its highest value at 55 years and sloped to its
lowest point between 65 and 70 years.
The initial rise to 35 years, Ingalls considered the end of the post pubertal
rise in general bodily dimensions. In bone weight there is a peak in bone
development around 35 years, when the skeleton “ is in its prime, full
blown” . After this peak there is a decline which “ marks the beginning
deterioration of bony tissue, the first real age change, a gradual lightening
of the bones, an increase in their porosity and an accentuation of some of
the finer surface markings. In a word the bone is past its prime and those
physical characters which enable it to perform its functions and determine
largely its specific gravity and weight, suffer a gradual recession from the
previous high water mark.”
The second rise in weight to the maximum weight at 55 years is held to
be spurious, “ in that it does not indicate a return to normal, earlier con
ditions, but is much more like a degenerative or pathological process.
It is accounted for by the formation of new bone, as around articular sur
faces, and is also especially marked in the skull and axial skeleton where
it may assume some importance.
“ The final fall in bone weight carries the total skeletal weight to its
lowest point, the bone has become light and porous, it has lost much of its
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original elasticity and capacity for resistance and the margin of safety may
quite or almost disappear. This is the well known senile atrophy which,
however, does not affect all of the bones of the body in the same way; it
closes the story of bone development.”
The several parts of the skeleton vary somewhat in the degree and time
of their manifestation of the general pattern of age change just presented.
The influence of a given part on the age picture will be affected by the pro
portion it contributes to the total skeletal weight. Ingalls gives the following
figures:
Lower extremities........................................................................................
Upper extremities.........................................................................................
Axial skeleton...............................................................................................
Skull...............................................................................................................

47%
19%
19%
15%

Entire skeleton......................................................................................... 100%

Obviously the lower extremities will influence most markedly the age
pattern.
Two elements, the skull and the sternum show an increase toward the
later end of the life span. The progressive increase in skull weight occurs
in spite of the loss of teeth and associated alveolar bones. The increase
definitely involves the cranial vault, as shown by Todd’s study on cranial
thickness, and probably the face, especially in the male, contributes in
those features which make for ruggedness and massiveness in appearance.
The vertebral column shows an increase in weight to 35 years, followed
by a loss to less than mean weight which obtains until 55 years after which
there is a rise in later life similar to that in the skull.
“ There appears to be some loss in weight from the thirties into the forties
and hypertrophic changes are more than outweighed by atrophic changes
elsewhere in the bone. Beyond this time the weight is increased and main
tained, except for the thoracic spine, and the senile atrophy, so common
in most bones, is either less in evidence here or counterbalanced by new
bone formation.”
“ The thoracic spine is both absolutely and relatively the heaviest por
tion of the column. It shows also the greatest changes with age. Beginning
with only 94.2% of its mean weight it increases by more than 7% in the
next ten years to 101.4%. It then drops off to 99% but rises in the fourth
decade to its maximum of 103.7%. The total range of 9.5% is higher
than in any other region of the spine and is practically identical with the
range exhibited by the skull.”
The sternum and ribs contrast markedly, the sternum showing progres
sive increase in weight throughout adult life and the ribs show an almost
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continuous decrease over the same period. Trotter (88) found no age re
lationship in the incidence of synostosis between the manubrium and body
of the sternum in a series of 877 sterna of whites and American Negroes.
Ingalls believed that “ the continued rise during adult life and with
advancing years may be only the sternal reaction to age, as in the skull,
aggravated perhaps by the association with the sternum of large amounts
of fibrous or tendinous tissue.”
The ribs, clavicle and tibia are the only bones which show maximum
weight so early in life. Ingalls ascribes the age pattern to rib weight to
functional requirements because of their intimate association with res
piration.
Because of the percentage of total skeletal weight which they form, the
age changes for “ the entire skeleton are for the most part the expression
of the fluctuations occurring in the bones of the limbs. . . . The great
weight of the lower extremities, and especially of the pelvic girdle, is a
large factor in bringing about this result.”
In the upper extremity the greater weight of the right limb has no in
terest in the matter of ageing. When asymmetry, either functional or
structural, is present in the lower limb, it is much less marked than in
the upper.
The evidence of age changes in bone weight and cranial thickness is,
therefore, to the effect that such changes are very real but individual
variability is very great. Data are still too few.
Mineralization
Inasmuch as age changes in the density of bone cannot be reliably deter
mined from dried specimens due to the varying effects of the preparatory
process and other factors the study of living tissue by means of the x-ray
has been necessary for this purpose. It is noteworthy that Wingate Todd
envisioned clearly the value of studies on the living of known status for
showing the effects of nurture and genetic factors. The very extensive
series of studies of growing children and adolescents carried out under
the Brush Foundation in Todd’s laboratory have provided much informa
tion of value in offsetting the lack of birth certificate ages on the adult
skeletons. Such studies, in the nature of the case, must constitute a series
of revisions, the results of each study indicating the next to be carried out.
In this way Stevenson’s (60) study of epiphysial union based on cadavera
was eventually replaced by Todd’s standards made from roentgenograms
and the first volume of an atlas (76). The latter in turn has been succeeded
by a further revision taking into account puberty and other influences
not fully evaluated in the preceding studies (24).
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The same procedure will be necessary in studies of ageing in the adult
skeletons, even those limited to the description of morphological features,
because the problem is more complex in the adult than in the preadult.
The active biochemical changes constantly evident in the skeleton at
all ages are reflected in the equally changing structure detectable both by
roentgenography and by histological examination. Haversian systems,
formerly thought to be characteristic of compact bone, were shown in
1913 to be present also in spongiosa or cancellous tissue (62), an observa
tion later confirmed by Arey (5). But haversian systems whether in
compacta or spongiosa are not permanent: they undergo resorption and
replacement with or without the accompaniment of osteoclasts (62). During
pregnancy and the first six months after parturition, during infancy and
adolescence, subsequent to fracture or bone disease, and in injuries of the
soft tissues such as complete severance of median nerve or the tendons at
the wrist, changes in mineralization of spongiosa have been observed to
occur so rapidly that within six weeks the difference may be clearly evident
in the roentgenogram. Analyses of the second phalanx of the little finger
from hands of which roentgenograms have previously been made, show
that a difference in structure discernible to the naked eye on the roent
genogram corresponds to a difference of 25 per cent in the amount of
mineral per unit volume of bone. Lachmann and Whelan (42) have stated
that a difference of 7 per cent can be detected by roentgenography on dead
bones experimentally subjected to the local action of acid. This is not
strictly comparable to the process of demineralization of halisteresis during
life (76).
The degree of fluctuation in mineralization occurring in the ordinary
vicissitudes of life is illustrated by selected roentgenograms of the left
wrist (figs. 19-21). These show respectively, the amount of mineral in the
bones of the mother of one of the children in the Brush Foundation series
the day before delivery, three months after delivery (the baby being breast
fed for two months), and six months after delivery. In a well mineralized
bone the interstices between the trabeculae of the spongiosa are filled with
a gray sheen of labile mineral which to some extent obscures the tracery
of the trabeculae. Owing to the demands of mineral for lactation, this
gray sheen is less evident three months after delivery but is restored in
another three months. Changes in the trabeculae themselves are limited
to modifications of thickness and occasional fragmentation. Figures 22-26
typify the changes in bone texture characteristic of healthy life from ado
lescence onward and the demineralization incurred in constitutional de
ficiency. They demonstrate the hand textures of adolescence in a healthy
girl of 13 years, in a girl of the same developmental age having a constitu-
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tional deficiency, in a healthy woman of 27 years, in advanced age and
in the constitutional deficiency which usually accompanies senility.
In a healthy girl (fig. 22), a gray sheen largely obscures the trabeculae,
the tracery of which is well on the way to adult pattern. Compacta is

F i g . 22
F i g . 23
22. Roentgenogram of left hand in early adolescence. White, female, aged
13 years. SS 171 H. Trabecular tracery of adult pattern in metaphyses of radius
and ulna, in carpals and in metacarpal bases. Gray sheen of labile mineral fills inter
stices of trabeculae in carpus and metaphyses of radius and ulna. Compacta dense,
thin, except in phalanges where it is still being formed. Articular surfaces not dense
and subarticular radiating and parallel trabeculae incomplete.
F i g . 23. Roentgenogram of left hand in early adolescence. Retarded development;
imperfect mineralization. White, female, aged 19 years. SS 3327 A. Trabecular tracery
of adult pattern as in figure 22 but with thicker striae displaying “ knots” or nodes
of dense mineral scattered throughout the tracery. Sheen of labile mineral greatly
diminished in all bones. Compacta thin, rather light, almost nonexistent in second
and terminal phalanges. Articular surfaces not dense, subarticular trabeculae in
complete.
Fig .
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dense though still thin in radius, ulna and metacarpals and incomplete
in phalanges as one expects of a child. Spongiosa of shafts of radius and
ulna, of carpals and of metacarpal heads and bases already shows the
closely arranged, fine trabeculae and interstitial gray sheen of labile min
eral in normal adult life; but in phalanges, epiphyses and distal parts of
metacarpal shafts it has not yet attained the adult pattern. Ossification
is nearing completion in the sesamoid of the little finger. The dense out
lines of the bilateral bosses on metacarpal heads have not yet spread to
the shafts. Radiating trabeculae are arranging themselves beneath articular
surfaces but the surface outlines themselves are not yet dense nor are they
accompanied by subjacent parallel trabeculae.
In the girl nineteen years of age but of retarded adolescent development
and of constitutional deficiency (fig. 23), the trabecular pattern is almost
identical with that in figure 22. The gray sheen has however largely dis
appeared from the interstices. The compacta of radius, ulna and meta
carpals is lightly mineralized and thin. It is very light and retarded in
development in phalanges. Spongiosa of radius, ulna, carpals and metcarpals shows a more open tracery of thicker trabeculae, fragmented indeed
in places such as lower radius, its epiphysis and the carpals. In the tracery
are irregularly scattered “ knots” or little nodes of denser tissue. These are
characteristic of bones in which restoration of adequate mineralization is
still possible. One might define the condition as reversible halisteresis. We
have not found these knots in the halisteresis of advanced age. A some
what similar course of remineralization has been described by McLean and
Bloom (45) in experimental studies on the effect of parathormone in young
growing rats. Trabeculae and knots are the more obvious because of the
lack of interstitial labile mineral. Sesamoids, despite an outline character
istic for the age, show halisteresis. The outlines of bilateral bosses on
metacarpal heads are also poorly mineralized. The radiating and parallel
trabeculae under articular surfaces show a development characteristic of
the stage in physical maturation.
The hand of the adult woman (fig. 24) shows the closely arranged fine
trabeculae and interstitial gray sheen characteristic of health. Compacta
is dense, thicker than in adolescence and is now well developed in all
phalanges. The sesamoid for little finger is fully ossified. The bilateral
bosses on metacarpal heads have dense outlines extended on to the shafts.
All articular surfaces are densely outlined and present a full complement
of subjacent radiating and parallel trabeculae. The dense outlines of ar
ticular surfaces on carpals are somewhat obscured by the interstitial sheen.
In the hand of advanced age (fig. 25) there is thinning and some de
mineralization of compacta in all bones but the articular surfaces main
tain their shell of dense tissue. Halisteresis is evident in all sesamoids. No
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reducation of density has occurred in the outlines of the bilateral meta
carpal bosses. The subarticular parallel trabeculae have almost disappeared

F i g . 24

F i g . 25

24. Roentgenogram of left hand in mature life. White, female, aged 27 years.
X-7929 A. Same fine closely arranged trabeculae and interstitial sheen shown in
figure 22. Compacta thicker, dense and now is present in phalanges. Each articular
surface consists of a shell of dense bone with full complement of subarticular radiat
ing and parallel trabeculae.
F i g . 25. Roentgenogram of left hand in healthy advanced age. White, female,
aged 78 years. X-9409 A. Thinning and some demineralization of compacta in all
bones but articular maintain their shell of compact tissue though subarticular paral
lel trabeculae have almost disappeared and radiating trabeculae have lost their
formal pattern. Trabeculae of spongiosa thin but not fragmented as in figure 26
except in lateral part of metaphysis of radius.
F ig .

but the radiating trabeculae, though thin, maintain their formal pattern.
Trabeculae of spongiosa are thin but not fragmented: they are not thick
as in the demineralization of adolescence.
The skeleton of advanced age complicated by constitutional deficiency
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(fig. 26) presents a very different picture. Clinically it would be described
as polyarticular atrophic osteo-arthritis. Compacta is paper-thin or en
tirely absent. The dense compact tissue of the articular surfaces is reduced
to a mere shell or has completely collapsed with consequent telescoping
of bones and formation of exuberant articular flanges. Trabeculae in the
spongiosa are very thin, are fragmentary, have completely lost their for-

F i g . 26. Roentgenogram of both hands in advanced age complicated by consti
tutional deficiency. No. 3053 W. R. U. White, female, aged 70 years. X-8970. Com
pacta paper-thin or lacking. Articular shells of dense compact tissue have almost
all collapsed with consequent telescoping of bones and exuberant articular flanges.
Spongiosa of metacarpals and triquetrum, which have withstood deformation, is
almost devoid of trabeculae. Elsewhere trabeculae are very thin, are fragmentary,
have lost their formal pattern and show no “ knots.” The gray interstitial sheen is
almost entirely lacking.

mal pattern and show no “ knots” . The gray interstitial sheen is almost
entirely lacking.
Roentgenographic analysis of skeletal texture requires an adequate
knowledge of bony structure in health and age but the reading of roent
genograms is greatly facilitated if proper precautions have been taken to
insure uniformity of technique in processing (76).
The gray interstitial sheen of labile mineral has not previously been
emphasized by other writers but Bauer, Aub and Albright (7) noted a
diminution of trabeculae in kittens shortly after birth. They concluded
from this that calcium is stored in the trabeculae against demands of
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postnatal growth. Burns and Henderson (13) found this true also of cor
tical bone. Bone growth, they say, is largely determined by local factors,
and not wholly by systemic blood supply. During growth bone is in dy
namic equilibrium with its tissue fluids. This theme of bone change can be
applied equally well to the phenomena of ageing. McCay, Crowell and
Maynard (44), describing the effect of retarded growth on the length of
the life span, observed that the aged bones of their retarded rats were all
demineralized despite the adequate ration for nutrition which they were
careful to supply.
That there is a change in the collagenous matrix (91) of demineralized
bone is evident from the brittleness of these bones. Intracapsular fracture
of the neck of the femur is a good example: it usually occurs in the aged
but may be seen also in children. Fracture of the bones in fragilitas ossium
is another example. Probably the claim that 50 per cent of all fractures of
the clavicle occur in children under five years, and the ease with which
fracture of the skull occurs in some adults, are to be attributed to this
brittleness. So many instances of greenstick and crushing fracture occurred
in the inadequately mineralized bones of allergic patients in Todd’s experi
ence that he believed this type of fracture should be considered a definite
hazard of allergic children. Halisteresis however does not imply nonunion
after fracture. The bony callus for repair of fractures is obtained though
indirectly, from the adjacent areas of the shaft even though that shaft be
relatively demineralized.
A study of ununited fractures shows that no rarefaction occurs in the
neighboring areas of the shaft subsequent to the injury. This failure of
adjacent bone to give up its mineral to the callus is not confined to the
skeleton of advanced age. Nonunion is likewise to be found in fractures
during infancy and even in “ intra-uterine” fractures. Inasmuch as repair
of demineralized bones readily takes place, there can be no impediment
in these bones to cellular proliferation or to the normal biochemical proc
esses of bone formation.
One of the characteristic features of advancing age is the increase in num
ber of collagenous fibers (91). But if, as a result of constitutional deficiency,
this does not happen, the matrix of white fibrous tissue in bone will be
imperfect, perhaps replaced by some liquid material. The process suggests
a deficiency of Vitamin C and, though vitamin deficiency has not so far
been shown to be characteristic of ageing, it is certainly present in many
old people (56). The fact that the rats utilized by McCay, Crowell and
Maynard (44) showed demineralization despite an adequate ration is not
inconsistent with this view. We know very little of the changing needs of
the ageing organism for the several nutritionals.
Details of interrelationship between the biochemical factors and the
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histological elements in bone substance are still obscure. Radio-active
tracer substances may provide useful information in this area. That bone
is in a state of constant change, however, is illustrated by the investiga
tions of Chiewitz and Hevesy who, using as an indicator the radio-active
isotope of phosphorus P32 which has a half-life of seventeen days, found
that the average time spent by a phosphorus atom in the body of a nor
mally fed rat is about two months. Their rats, killed about a month after
the intake of phosphorus, contained only about half the active phosphorus
found in those killed at the end of a week. About 30 per cent of the phos
phorus deposited in the skeleton of the adult rat seems to be lost by the end
of twenty days. Calculations of the phosphorus content of the different
organs per gram of dried tissue showed the spleen and kidneys contain
about 18 per cent, brain nearly 15 per cent and liver 14 per cent. Muscles
and fat contain 7 per cent but bone a little less than 3 per cent, despite
the fact that the larger part of the phosphorus ingested goes into the skele
ton. No conspicuous differences are found in the phosphorus content of
different parts of the skeleton. On this analysis the bones are continuously
taking up atoms of phosphorus which are wholly or in part lost again and
are replaced by others, the phosphorus temporarily stored in the sketeton
being utilized in the metabolism of organs.
Housing of Hemopoietic Tissues
The role of bone in hemopoiesis is entirely passive. The red marrow or
hematopoietic substance merely finds shelter in the marrow cavities and
cancellous spaces of the bones, although in those spaces which house blood
forming tissues, there is progressive diminution of bony trabeculae as age
advances and red marrow changes into yellow. The study of Piney (54) of
material from 91 subjects between the ages of 3 days and 83 years affords
the most comprehensive information on the subject of age changes in the
red marrow. At birth and during the first 3 or 4 years of life red marrow
is found in the cancellous spaces of both epiphyses and metaphyses, as
well as the medullary cavities. Beginning at about age 7 there is a pro
gressive diminution of the hematopoietic stations in both epiphyses and
diaphyses. At about the time of cessation of growth or epiphysial union
in man, the metaphysis usually loses its capacity to form red blood cor
puscles. The different metaphysial stations of the long bones thus auto
matically retire in succession during adolescence, but patches linger on
into adult life in the upper end of humerus and femur. Remaining also in
adult age are the stations in ossa innominata, bodies of the vertebrae, ribs
and sternum. Piney found that in the ribs the marrow adjacent to the
cartilages usually becomes fatty about age 25 for a distance of about an
inch. The marrow of the vertebrae tends to remain red throughout life.
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In no case was fat found above the third vertebra. The change to fatty
marrow appears to begin below and proceed upward. Fatty change is more
conspicuous in the upper sacrum and fifth lumbar vertebrae than in the
third lumbar. This has interest in connection with the observation of
Ranvier that animals lose red marrow first in the caudal vertebrae.
A nalysis

of

R ecorded A ge E stimates
R eserve C ollection

on the

A comparison of the stated, estimated and skeletal ages of the skeletons
in the Reserve collection will provide the best index available of the pres
ent status of our knowledge of age appraisement on the adult human
skeleton.
For each skeleton in the Reserve collection there is recorded a stated age,
which appeared on the death certificate of the cadaver when brought to
the laboratory. For most of the skeletons there is listed an estimated age,
which represents the opinion of Professor Todd as to the age of the in
dividual judged from the extrenal appearance of the cadaver at the time
it was received. For a large number of the skeletons there is also on file an
assessed skeletal age, which also represents the considered judgment of
Professor Todd after a complete examination of the macerated skeleton
and appraisal of all available history.
Error must be presumed inherent in the respective series of stated, esti
mated and skeletal ages.
Error in the stated ages derives from the following factors: 1) for many
individuals the age recorded, represents only a coroner’s or an undertaker’s
estimate, because the persons were found dead, and being unknown and
unclaimed, there was no source from which an authoritative statement
could be obtained; 2) many people, particularly of the social stratum from
which the cadavera were conscripted, do not know or tend to forget their
exact age; 3) when a post-mortem examiner estimates a person’s age, or
when a living individual has to estimate his own age, they tend to give it
in terms of the nearest multiple of five (16, 18, 70).
The estimated ages involve error, first, in that anyone may look older or
younger than he really is, and second, in that these estimates signify only
the subjective opinion of a single examiner. Although these are admittedly
carefully considered appraisals based on a large experience, there exists
no recorded series of estimates of ages of individuals of known age by
this examiner which could be used as an objective check on the accuracy
of his estimations.
In a trial series of 26 cases Todd and the writer independently estimated
the ages of the same cadavera on admission to the laboratory. The esti
mates of each examiner were compared with the stated age, on the as
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sumption that the latter had at least some historical basis. The results of
this meager and necessarily inconclusive exploratory series suggest that
it is definitely better to have ‘estimated’ ages than not to have them, but
that no great reliability can be assigned them.
In 20 of the 26 cases (77 per cent), the estimates of one or both observers
either coincided with the stated age, or the estimates of both observers
varied from it in the same direction and generally to about the same degree.
In more than three fourths of the cases, therefore, both observers recorded
approximately the same age impression' of a cadaver. Hence, if a stated
age were incorrect, the estimated age would be more likely to record a
truly corrective impression than not to do so. In six of the cases the ob
servers varied in opposite directions, one believing the cadaver older or
younger than stated age and the other younger or older. In the entire
series the senior observer more frequently estimated the cadavera younger
than stated (15 cases) and the junior more frequently appraised greater
than the stated age (14 cases). Of the 6 cases in which the disagreement
was in opposite directions, the senior observer recorded a lesser than the
stated age five times and a greater once, the reverse being true for the
junior observer. The personal equation thus is clearly an element to he evalu
ated in any series of estimated ages. The data presented afford no proof as
to which observer should be considered the more accurate. The greater
experience of the senior observer would impute, though not establish, a
greater reliability for his estimates.
The error in the skeletal ages may be attributed principally to two fac
tors. First, the maturity determinators on which the assessments are based
can be regarded as proved only in respect to sequence in developmental
pattern and not as pertains to chronological association. Second, the in
cidental fact that the later skeletal assessments were based on greater
experience and more advanced technique than the earlier and hence miglit
be presumed to be more accurate.
In 1932 Todd followed the routine of recording his assessment of the
skeletal age on a card in the form of a condensed descriptive statement,
in which the condition of several determinators was cited. These deter
minators were the sutures, pubic bones, teeth, articular margins and the
bony texture and weight, plus indicated miscellany. This is the form in
which most of the skeletal ages are recorded.
Todd’s confidence in the accuracy of the skeletal age was manifest in
the specific statement generally made on the assessment record concern
ing the validity of the stated age as determined by the bone examination.
The following eight characterizations were used: (a) stated age certainly
correct; (b) stated age approximately correct; (c) stated age probably
correct; (d) stated age probably approximately correct; (e) stated age
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probably a guess but may be correct; and, (f) stated age certainly incor
rect; (g) stated age very probably incorrect; (h) stated age certainly a
guess.
The very critical judgment and analysis connoted by these classifications,
suggested to the writer the desirability of applying to the aggregate ap
praisals such measures of accuracy as might be obtained through statistical
method. It was anticipated that in this way, an objective demonstration,
however crude, of the accuracy of the assessment method might be ob
tained and points of technique requiring either improvement or elucidation
before proof of the validity of the method would be possible, clearly
indicated.
Accordingly in July 1932, the author prepared most of the following
simple statistical analysis of the age data on the Reserve collection. The
attempt was made never to carry the statistical treatment beyond the
degree justified by the nature of the data.
There were available the stated and skeletal ages of 1540 cadavera. For
937 of these, an estimated age also was recorded. Two thirds of the series
and two thirds of the males were whites. The Negro females nearly equalled
in number the white females. For the entire series and for the white males
the number of skeletons in each age group between 20 and 80 years may
be considered adequate. The Negro males between 50 and 80 are not as
numerous as would be desirable, but the series is representative. The bulk
of the white males fall between 30 and 80 years with the greatest number
in the fifth and sixth decades, while the majority of Negro males fall within
the smaller range of between 20 and 50 years, with the greatest number in
the third and fourth decades. The number of females is small at all ages
for both stocks and the respective male series are deficient in numbers at
ages above 80.
*This series of 1540 skeletons carries through the cadaver laboratory file
register to No. 1939 and includes all subjects for whom a skeletal age had
been assessed at the time this study was made.
The number of individuals in which the skeletal age differed positively
from the stated age was determined for the whole series and for a number
of selected groups within the series, the latter groups including all that
might conceivably shed light upon the objective of the study. The per
centages of difference of skeletal and stated age shown by these several
groups were then compared and their significance appraised.
Throughout all phases of the analysis the skeletal age was used as the
standard of comparison because it is the most readily sustained scientifically
and the remains are always available for critical re-examination. Differ
ences were expressed as years by which the stated age was greater or less
than the skeletal age.
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The results of the various comparisons made are summarized in tables
4 and 5.
TABLE 4
A g r e e m e n t o f s ta te d w it h s k e le ta l a g es

No.

%

1. Total records with skeletal and stated ages......................

1540

100.0

2. Skeletal age in agreement with stated...............................
3. Skeletal age varies from stated but stated may be
correct.........................................................

1116

72.5

57

3 .7

4. Stated age not disproved by skeletal (items 2 & 3 ) ........

1173

76.2

424

27.5

367

23.8

7. Stated age not disproved bv skeletal, 1st 500 cad...........
8. Stated age not disproved bv skeletal, 2nd 500 cad..........
9. Stated age not disproved by skeletal, 3rd 500 cad...........

372
376
347

74.4
75.2
69.4

10. Stated age not disproved by skeletal, 40 remain, cad.. . .

21

52.5

A v..........................................................................................

365

73.0

11. Stated age confirmed by hospital or other record...........

476

30.9

12.
13.
14.
15.

ages......................................
skeletal...............................
I of skeletal........................
I of skeletal........................

937
113
566
737

60.8

16. Estimated age within 7 years I of skeletal........................

686

73.1

17. Stated ages undoubtedly guesses........................................

285

100.0

18. Undoubted guesses not disproved by skeletal age...........

184

64.6

19. Stated ages undoubtedly guesses but confirmed..............
20. Undoubted but confirmed guesses not disproved.............

74
52

100.0
70.3

5. Total skeletal ages varying from stated (item 1 minus
item 2 ) ..................................................................................
6. Skeletal ages varying positively from stated (item 5
minus item 3, or, item 1 minus item 5 ) ..........................

Total records with estimated
Estimated age coincides with
Estimated age within 5 years
Estimated age within 8 years

%
100.0
12.1
60.4
78.9

Variation between skeletal and stated age in selected groups
The groups established for comparison in respect to variation between
skeletal and stated age fall into five categories: 1) general, the entire series;
2) groups representing progressively greater experience by the skeletal
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assessor; 3) groups differing as to overt validity of the stated age; 4) white
and Negro racial groups, according to sex; and 5) age groups by decades.
E ntire Series . Table 4 shows that in 1116, or 72.5 per cent, of the 1540
cases, the skeletal age was in agreement with the stated age. In 57 ad
ditional cases the bone age was assessed to be different from the stated
age, but the possible correctness of the stated age was conceded, bringing
TABLE 5
N u m b e r o f v a r ia t io n s o f s ta t e d f r o m s k e le ta l a g es i n s e l e c t e d g r o u p s o f th e s e r i e s

Group

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Entire series using item 5 , Table 4
Entire series using item 6, Table 4
First 500 cadavera
Second 500 cadavera
Third 500 cadavera
Stated age “ confirmed”
Stated ages undoubtedly guesses
Stated ages guesses, but “ confirmed”
Male whites
Female whites
Total whites
Male Negroes
Female Negroes
Total Negroes
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89

No. in
series

No.
varia
tions

% in
agree
ment

% of
varia
tions

1540
1540
500
500
500
476
285
74

424
367
128
124
153
114
101
22

72.5
76.2
74.4
75.2
69.4
76.1
64.6
70.3

27.5
23.8
25.6
24.8
29.6
23.9
35.4
29.7

925
117
1042
392
106
498

239
24
263
134
28
162

74.2
79.5
74.8
65.8
73.6
67.5

25.8
20.5
25.2
34.2
26.4
32.5

25
221
317
364
258
201
114
39

8
55
130
103
83
34
10
2

68.0
75.2
59.0
71.8
67.9
83.1
91.3
94.9

32.0
24.8
41.0
28.2
32.1
16.9
8.7
5.1

to a total of 1173, or 76.2 per cent, the number of cases in which the stated
age could not be disproved by the skeletal. Oppositely phrased, stated and
skeletal ages were in passive agreement in slightly more than three fourths of
the cases.
This could mean either that the stated ages were substantially correct
and the skeletal assessment, itself satisfactorily accurate, merely served as
confirmation in the majority of cases, or, that the skeletal assessment
technique was not sufficiently refined to reveal the degree of error inherent
in the stated ages.
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The lustral peaks of the curve of the stated ages and the circumstantial
evidence on many of the death certificate ages specifically indicated that
significant error is embodied in the stated ages, as previously mentioned.
Hence the comparison just made indicates that the skeletal assessment
technique is not adequate to smooth the curve of the stated ages of the entire
series (fig. 1).
I ncreasing E xperience of the Skeletal A ssessor. Because so large
a number as 1540 records were available and the skeletal assessment tech
nique was being developed over a considerable period of time, the pos
sibility should be examined, that the last skeletal estimates might be more
accurate than the first. Accordingly, the first 1540 were divided into three
groups of 500 each, according to time of receipt of the cadaver. The last
of the first 500 was received, November 31, 1918; the last of the second
500, November 28, 1924; and the last of the third 500, January 18, 1929.
Although the date on which a cadaver was received does not show when
its skeleton was assessed, the dates of receipt must be used here because
the skeletal assessment cards are undated. In general a skeleton was as
sessed the same year as macerated, which was about a year after the
cadaver was received.
On this basis, it appears reasonable to infer that our first group of 500
skeletons ages represents about five years’ experience in assessing, and the
second and third groups of 500 embody the results of about five years’
additional experience each. If the assessment technique improved pro
gressively, the percentage of cases in which the stated age is challenged
by the skeletal, should rise as we pass from the first group to the third.
Table 4, item 7, 8, 9, shows that this does not occur. In the first 500 cases,
the stated ages of 372, or 74.4 per cent, are not disproved by the skeletal;
in the second 500, the number not so disproved is 376, or 75.2 per cent;
and in the third 500, 4he number passively agreed to is 347, or 69.4 per
cent. The average for the three series being 365 or 73.0 per cent.
Since the agreement in the last 500 is smaller than in the first two groups,
it might be that a trend toward greater precision in skeletal age definition
had begun, but there is no justification for saying more than that improve
ment of assessment technique with increasing experience as measured by in
creasing challenge of the stated age is hid slightly apparent in the series.
V ariation in V alidity of Stated A ge . Another possibility which sug
gests itself as indirect evidence on the accuracy of the skeletal age is the
amount of agreement with stated age in groups in which the accuracy of
the age record is known to be different.
The ages of 476 of the 1540 cadavera, 30.9 per cent, have been “ con
firmed” by the hospital or institutional record where the individual was
confined prior to death. This means that generally, but not always, the
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subject made a statement of his own age before death. It does not pre
sume that such persons knew or stated their ages correctly. Certainly the
inference is justifiable, that this series embodies a degree of confirmation
of the ages which cannot be ascribed to the entire series.
The skeletal age was in agreement with the stated age in this series of
476 “ confirmed” ages in 362 or 76.1 per cent, of the cases. If the “ con
firmed” ages series is more correct than the whole, a higher percentage of
agreement between skeletal and stated ages would be anticipated in the
former. This expectation is realized only in part, for the agreement is 3.6
per cent higher than in the 1095 cases, 72.5 per cent of the entire series
in which no disagreement is expressed, yet it is actually 0.1 per cent less
than the agreement of 76.2 per cent obtained when there are added to the
1095, the 57 cases in which a skeletal age different from the stated is as
signed but it is admitted that the stated age may be correct.
It must be recognized that the “ confirmation” of the ages has not very ap
preciably increased their accuracy as determined by the comparisons made
here, and although some increased validity has undoubtedly been obtained,
this could have affected only approximately 57 cases.
No additional light on the accuracy of the skeletal age appraisals has
been afforded by this comparison.
Selecting a group of the opposite nature, a series of 285 cases was ob
tained, in which the data on the death certificates indicated that the stated
ages were undoubtedly guesses. Here the skeletal and stated ages were in
agreement in only 184 or 64.6 per cent of the cases.
This is the lowest percentage of agreement encountered in any of the
comparisons yet made. It definitely suggests that the “ guess” series incor
porates more error than the “ confirmed” series, showing 11.5 per cent more
disagreement than the latter. It does not contribute new light on the ac
curacy of the skeletal appraisal beyond implication Jhat the latter is some
what better than a guess.
The difficulty of establishing authenticity for the stated age becomes
peculiarly apparent from an additional small series. Of the series of 285
stated ages which were undoubtedly guesses, there were 74 which had
been “ confirmed” and so were included in the series of 476 “ confirmed”
ages. These “ confirmed guesses” were mostly individuals found either un
conscious or under circumstances which did not yield any information
about them, hence, the entry on the hospital or institutional record and
which constituted the confirmation, was itself a guess.
In this series of 74, the stated and skeletal ages were in concurrence in
52 individuals, 70.3 per cent. This intermediate percentage has a neutral
value in respect to the object of our comparisons. It affords some rein-
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forcement to the view later developed, that the skeletal age and a good
guess are of about the same order of accuracy.
•
R acial G roups. Table 5 shows that there was greater agreement be
tween stated and skeletal ages in the 1042 whites (799 eases of 74.8 per
cent), than in the 498 Negroes (336 eases of 67. 5 per cent), a difference in
concurrence of 7.3 per cent.
Taken by sex, the males differ most. There was agreement in 686 of
925 white males, 74.2 per cent, and in 258 of 392 Negro males, 65.8 per
cent, there being 8.4 per cent less agreement in the Negro than in the
white male series. In the females, the total number of which is small for
both races, agreement was relatively high for each. Concurrence in 93
of 117 white females, 79.5 per cent, was the highest of any racial grouping,
and in 78 of 106 Negro females, 73.6 per cent, slightly above the average
for the entire series.
In this series discrepancies between skeletal and stated ages occurred most
frequently in the case of the Negro male. There is nothing in the data to
suggest the cause of this difference.
A ge G roups. The percentage of agreement between the two age state
ments shown by the age groups in table 5 has certain significant features.
The second, fourth and sixth decades show less agreement than the aver
age; the third, fifth and seventh decades approximate the average agree
ment; and the eighth and ninth decades present extraordinarily high
concurrence.
The 8 dissenters among the small number of 25 individuals of both races
and sexes in the second decade are mostly Negroes though the percentage
is about the same for the 3 white males. A greater and more reliable dis
agreement with the stated age would be expected here because better age
standards are available. On the other hand, a more dependable stated age
would be looked for in these young subjects. The group is too small to
justify conclusions, however.
In the fourth decade, the small proportion of agreement, 187 out of 317
cases, 59 per cent, the smallest of any of the selected groups of table 5, is
due to the Negro component of this age group. Barely half the males, 54,
50.5 per cent of 109, and less than half the females, 14, 46.2 per cent of
26, showed concurrence of stated and skeletal ages. Without doubt this
high discrepancy in these Negro estimates must be due to some special
factors not inherent in the numbers involved. The data do not show whether
these factors lie in unusual error in the stated ages or inapplicability of the
age determinators used or both.
The disagreement in the Negro male series is high also in the fifth decade
but this is concealed in the total percentage by the much greater num
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bers of the white male series in which the discord approaches the general
average.
In the sixth decade the percentage of non-concurrence is again relatively
high but here it is due to the male whites.
Although the number of male whites is significantly large in the seventh
and eighth decades, the percentage of disagreement is surprisingly small.
In fact, perhaps the most striking feature about the age groups is the
high percentage of agreement between stated and skeletal ages in all the series
after age 60. This implies not a greater correctness in the stated ages of
the elderly but a greater inability of the skeletal age to dispute the death
certificate statement.
It may be noted that the largest percentages of disagreement for both stocks
occur in those age groups presenting large but not the largest numbers of in
dividuals. These are the fourth and fifth decades for the Negro and fifth
and sixth for the white. The ages between 30 and 60 are those in which the
greatest discrepancy occurs.
Differences in variation according to race and sex
Table 6 presents the average deviations of 425 cases in which the skeletal
age differed from the stated age, according to sex and race. The average
deviation for this entire series is practically 10 years. The deviation of 12
years in the Negro is greater than that of 9 years for the white. The skeletal
age does not vary from the stated in a large percentage of cases but it does
when the variation tends to be of considerable degree.
This reinforces the impression reported above that the skeletal age deter
minators do not permit the bone age estimate to vary conclusively from
the stated age unless the difference between the two statements is marked.
Examination of the average deviations of the several age groups reveals a
consistent increase, with one exception, moving from the younger to the older
ages. For the decades ivith the greatest number of individuals, the fourth,
fifth and sixth, the deviation is about 8 years. The third, seventh and
eighth decades also have representative numbers, and their respective
deviations of 5, 10 and 18 years, leave no doubt as to the reality of the
increase in amount of deviation with increase in years (table 6).
When the facts that the seventh, eighth and ninth decades show 1)
both the highest percentage of agreement of any age groups betAveen stated
and skeletal ages and 2) the highest average deviations in those cases in
Avhich the ages differ, are considered together, it folloAvs that above 60

years, the skeletal determinations are less conclusive than at younger ages,
since in these elders the skeletal age disputes the stated less frequently and when
it does so, the degree of variance is greater.
The interpretation of the average deviations must be cautious because
the numbers of females whose stated ages varied from the skeletal in any
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age groups of both stocks must be considered inadequate and for the males
only the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh decades may be held to show
significant numbers in the whites, and the third, fourth and fifth decades
in the Negro. The average deviation of the variations of the males of these
specific age groups for the whites is 9.3 years and for the Negro 8.1 years.
Thus when series size is taken into account, the deviation for the white is
greater than that for the Negro.
If to the decades just cited are added the eighth decade for the white
males and the sixth decade for the Negro males, we have the age groups
showing the most representative numbers in the general series.
The eighth decade in the white males and the sixth decade in the Negro
males, both show a relative decrease in the percentage of cases in which
TABLE 6
Average deviations in years of variations of stated from skeletal age
Age

MW

10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89

5.0
6.6
9.3
6.1
12.0
9.8
13.0
10.0

T ota l...........

9.0

TW

MN

FN

TN

Total

3.4
4.3
8.5
11.5
9.4
15.0
26.0
25.0

2.5
4.2
9.7
5.5
10.0

7.0
16.0
—

5.0
5.4
8.0
8.8
12.0
8.4
14.5
10.0

17.0
—

2.9
4.2
9.1
8.5
9.7
15.0
21.0
25.0

3.6
4.8
8.6
8.7
10.8
10.6
18.0
17.5

9.1

9.0

12.9

8.1

11.9

9.9

FW

_
4.2
6.8
11.7
—

skeletal and stated ages disagree and an increase in the average deviation
of the dissents recorded. This may be regarded as elaboration of the con
clusion above that with advancing years (above 60 in the first statement),
the precise definition of age by skeletal determinators becomes more difficult.
Since age decades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in the white males and decades 3, 4, 5
and 6 in the Negro males comprise the whole of the representative age
groups of the series, these may be examined as a unit as a check on the con
clusions derived from the other age-race comparisons. This check showed
only one point of difference from the latter. The Negro exhibits a smaller
average deviation than the white.
Analysis of distribution in number of years, by sign, of the 425 cases in
which stated and skeletal ages differed showed that although the range of
variation is from 1 to 37 years, 381 or 90 per cent of the variations are
between 1 and 15 years, with the mode at 10 years. Our average deviation
of 10 years for the series thus appears fairly representative. It would prob
ably be justifiable and do greater justice to the skeletal assessment tech
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nique to consider that 9 years is the average deviation of skeletal from stated
age shown by this series.
This is equivalent to saying that the skeletal assessment technique as
shown by these data can probably approximate the true age of an individual
within plus or minus nine years. As to age groups the skeletal assessment
may come, between ages 10 and 19 years, within three and a half years;1
between ages 20 and 29 within five years; between ages 30 and 49 within
eight and a half years; between ages 50 and 69 within ten and a half years;
and above 70 within eighteen years.
The distribution of the variations of stated age from skeletal age in
number of years by sign yields interesting evidence on the subjective
element in the skeletal assessment.
Of the 425 variations, the stated age was greater than the skeletal in 203
cases and less in 223, suggesting a slight tendency for the stated age to be
less than the real age as indicated by the bones. This “ minus’ ' skewness
obtains for the male and female whites and the female Negroes. In the
male Negroes the stated age was greater than the skeletal in somewhat
more than half the cases. There appear no grounds for attaching special
significance to the slight negative bias of the series of variations as a whole.
The tendency for the skeletal age to be assessed older than the stated
age in male whites and younger in male Negroes is most marked in the 103
cases in which the two ages differed by 10 years.
These 103 cases of variations of ten years plus or minus constitute the
most significant feature of the table. The only interpretation this mode
permits is that the assessor had a definite tendency, manifest in nearly a
fourth (2f.l per cent) of the cases, to assign a skeletal age ten years greater or
less than the stated age.
At variations of five years, fifteen years and twenty years there are
peaks in the frequency polygon of the deviations. These, considered with
the ten year mode, suggest the same tendency to concentrate in lustra of
five years when disputing the stated age, as was apparent in the frequency
distribution of the stated ages themselves.
There are no other arresting features in the table of distribution of
variations in the age estimates. The conclusion appears warranted that
the subjective element is apparent in the skeletal age estimates in the mode at
10 years and peaks at 5 years lustra in the frequency distribution of
the variations.
The series of estimated ages
The frequency distribution by year according to sex and race of the 937
age estimates made on inspection of the intact cadaver was plotted. The
1 Reliable standards otherwise available for this age period render this figure of
no value.
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racial and sex composition of this group is similar to that of the entire
series, with a slightly larger proportion of Negroes of both sexes. The
value of this series lies in the fact that it is definitely known that all these
ages are guesses by one observer.
The frequency polygon shows graphically the remarkable concentration
of the estimates in years which are multiplies of five. Seven hundred sixtythree or 81.4 per cent of the total of 937 estimates of age 60 or older, only
5, 2.3 per cent, are not a multiple of five. It might be said that for this
period no attempt was made to express the age otherwise, implying the
belief on the part of the appraiser that he had not even a subjective basis
for a closer appraisal. Of 592 estimates of 30 to 59 years, only 98, 16.5 per
cent, are not multiples of five. Eighty of this 98 are in terms of the “ 3”
above lustra ending in zero and the “ 7” above those ending in five, as 23,
and 27. These are the intermediate points between the five year multiples
and form secondary peaks in the frequency polygon. Exactly half of 122
estimates from age 20 to 29 are not of the five year multiples, 20 to 25
years, but here again the secondary concentration in the intermediate age
is apparent. The ten estimates of less than 20 years are evenly spread
bet wee ages 17, 18 and 19.
It is unmistakably clear that the appraiser consciously attempted to esti
mate the age in terms of the nearest multiple of five or the intermediate point
between two such multiples. This obtains for every age from 17 to 85 in
clusive. At no age does there appear any concentration in the integers
next to five year multiples as 29 or 31. It appears justifiable to infer that
these estimates represent an appraisal of age within what the observer
thought was the nearest five years. In 15 per cent of the cases an attempt
was made to come within the nearest two and a half years, such cases
diminishing in number above 30 years. Only below age 30 is any attempt
apparent to assess an age not a multiple of five or the intermediate between
two such multiples.
The lustra and intermediate peaks of the curve of estimated age must be inter
preted as the result of the considered opinion of the observer that the regular
attempt at more specific estimates was not justifiable.
With reference to variations of the estimated age from the skeletal age,
we note that there are 824 such variations. The two ages were in agree
ment in only 113 or 12.1 per cent of the cases. In comparison with the 72.5
per cent of cases in which skeletal and stated ages are in practical agree
ment this appears quite small. But it must be remembered that the two
ages here must agree exactly. In the case of the skeletal and stated ages
agreement means merely that the skeletal is not able to disprove the stated
age. If we broaden our base in the comparison of estimated and skeletal
ages, we find that 566 cases of 60.4 per cent vary five years or less from the
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skeletal age, 686 or 73.1 per cent vary seven years or less, and 737, or 78.9
vary eight years or less.
Thus the frankly guessed ages which do not vary from the skeletal age by
more than seven years, include as large a proportion of the estimated ages,
as the number of cases in which the skeletal age cannot disprove the stated
age, forms of the entire series.
The skeletal age thus disputes the estimated age more frequently than
the stated age. Since the cases in which the estimated age does not differ
by more than seven years from the skeletal includes approximately threefourths of the whole, and since the skeletal will not dispute the stated age
in approximately the same percentage of cases, the skeletal assessment tech
nique cannot purport to approximate the true age by more than seven years,
for the adult period as a whole, recognizing as we do, that the series of
stated ages represents a greater body of truth than does the series of esti
mated ages.
The conclusion is thus indicated that objective proof of the validity of
the skeletal ages assigned these 1540 specimens cannot be obtained, but
indirect evidence connotes that the assessor did not manifest a confidence
in it greater than is warranted by the statement that the skeletal assessment
technique may approxi?nate the true age within seven years, for the entire
adult span, somewhat more closely in the earlier years and with greater latitide
in the later. Such comparisons as it has been possible to make with the
series of skeletal stated and estimated ages tend to support this impression.
It appears obvious also from comparison of the frequency polygons of
the stated ages and the estimated ages, that the stated ages present a more
even distribution than does a set of patterned guesses, and therefore might
be presumed to embody a greater proportion of truth than the latter, an
assumption which might be made on a historical basis also.
Summary

of

A nalysis

of

A ge E stimates

1. In the entire series, stated and skeletal ages are in passive agreemnt
in more than three fourths of the cases.
2. The skeletal assessment technique is not adequate to smooth the
curve of the stated ages of the entire series, which shows peaks at each
five year lustrum.
3. Improvement of the assessment technique with increasing experience,
as measured by increasing challenge of the stated age, is but slightly ap
parent in this series.
4. Since a sub-series of skeletons whose stated ages had been 'confirmed’
by institutional records, presents approximately the same proportion of
agreement between skeletal and stated ages as does the entire series, and
since this sub-series may be presumed to embody more accuracy in the
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stated ages than does the entire series, the fact that the skeletal assess
ment technique is not a tool sufficiently refined to reveal inaccuracies in
the stated ages by smoothing their curve, is again revealed.
5. A sub-series of cases in which the stated ages were undoubtedly
guesses, presents 11.5 per cent more disagreement than the series of “ con
firmed” ages, which suggests that the skeletal estimate is better than some
of these guesses.
6. A sub-series of “ confirmed” guesses suggests that the skeletal age
estimate and a good guess based on the intact subject or cadaver, are of
about the same order of accuracy.
7. There was significantly (8.4 per cent) less agreement between skeletal
and stated ages in Negro males than in white males or the small female
series of both races. In the Negro males and the series in which the stated
ages were undoubtedly guesses, the agreement was about the same (65
per cent). Nothing in the data would suggest the cause of the difference
in the case of the Negro male.
8. In respect to age groups, the second, fourth and sixth decades show
less agreement than the average for the entire series; the third, fifth and
seventh decades approximate the average agreement; and the eighth and
ninth decades show very high concurrence.
9. The ages between 30 and 60 are those in which the greatest discrep
ancy occurs.
10. The largest percentages of disagreement in both stocks occur in
those age groups presenting large, but not the largest, number of individ
uals. These are the fourth and fifth decades for the Negro, and the fifth
and sixth for the white.
11. The high percentage of agreement after age 60 is the most striking
feature of the age groups. This implies not a greater correctness in the
stated ages of the elderly, but a greater inability of the skeletal appraise
ment to dispute them.
12. In the approximate fourth of the series in which the skeletal age
differed from the stated age, the average deviation was practically 10
years.
13. The deviation of 12 years in the Negro is greater than that of 9 years
for the white.
14. The average deviations of the several age groups show a progressive
increase moving from the younger to the older ages.
15. Above age 60, the skeletal determinators are less conclusive than at
younger ages, since in these elders the skeletal age disputes the stated less
frequently and when it does so the degree of variance is greater.
16. When series size is taken into account, the deviation for the white
(9.3 years) is greater than that for the Negro.
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17. Age decades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the white males, and decades 3, 4,
5 and 6 of the Negro males comprise the age groups of the series with
representative numbers.
18. This analysis indicates that the skeletal assessment technique can
probably approximate the true age of an individual within plus or minus
nine years.
19. Between 20 and 29 years, the skeletal assessment could appear able
to approximate the true age within five years; between 30 and 49, within
eight and a half years; between 50 and 69, within ten and a half years;
and above 70 within eighteen years.
20. There was a slight tendency for the skeletal age to be assessed greater
than the stated age, but there is no evidence that this skewness has par
ticular significance.
21. The skeletal age tended to be greater than the stated in male whites
and less in male Negroes.
22. The fact that a fourth of the deviations (24.1 per cent) were of 10
years greater or less than the stated indicates a definite tendency on the
part of the examiner to assign a difference of this value.
23. The greater frequency of deviations of 5, 10, 15 and 20 years shows
the same tendency to concentration in years which are multiples of five
as is manifest in the frequency of the stated ages.
24. The mode of deviations at 10 years and their concentration in five
lustra is evidence of the subjective element in the assessment technique.
25. In the estimated ages the appraiser consciously attempted to esti
mate the age in terms of the nearest multiple of 5 or the intermediate
point between two such multiples.
26. It is inferred that the observer believed that the regular attempt at
closer approximations was unjustifiable. ‘
27. The frankly guessed ages which do not vary from the skeletal age
by more than seven years, include as large a proportion of the estimated
ages as the number of cases in which the skeletal age cannot disprove the
stated, forms of the entire series.
28. Objective proof of the validity of the skeletal ages cannot be
obtained.
Cartilage
Cartilage is largely a tissue of the growth period, hence its age changes
and likewise its pathology are best exemplified in early life. With these we
have nothing to do in this volume though it should be noted that the record
of its early infirmity may remain throughout life in malformations and
deformations of bony structure. There do occur permanent relics of dis
turbance of cartilaginous structure dating from its ageing process in early
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childhood. Such conditions are Schlatter’s disease of the tibial spine;
Kohler’s disease of the navicular of the foot; subdivision of the navicular
(scaphoid) of the hand; emarginate patella, split patella and accessary
patellar ossicles; separate neural arch of the fifth lumbar vertebra. In the
last mentioned there is a tendency to slipping forward of the fifth lumbar
vertebra with its superimposed vertebral column upon the upper surface
of the sacrum, a condition known as spondylolisthesis.
We do however see changes with age in cartilage during mature and
advanced years and are mainly indebted for information on this subject
to the researches of Amprino and Bairati (1-4). Hyaline cartilage, as
exemplified in the trachea and costal cartilages (1), adds to its substance
by the transformation of connective tissue fibrils from the perichondrium,
a process which is at its height at about the twentieth year. Costal cartilage
reaches maturity earlier than tracheal cartilage and therefore shows regres
sive features much earlier. Among these features is albuminoid transforma
tion which develops between the tenth and the twenty-fourth year in
both types of hyaline cartilage and remains constant thereafter throughout
life. Fibrillar changes also are found in the costal cartilages. Calcification
is said to take place at different ages and is always present by forty years.
In roentgenoscopic examinations at Western Reserve it has been found
widespread and far advanced in costal cartilages of medical students and
cadavera by the twenty-second year. Roentgenographic and anatomical
observations strongly suggest that if calcification does occur it is just as
likely to take place in early adult life as later. Actual bony transformation
is said to occur in the tracheal cartilages in about 22 per cent of bodies
over forty years of age.
Among the most striking of age changes is the appearance of secondary
new formations of cartilage developed from perichondrium in the trachea
of bodies over forty years of age and within the fibrillar areas of costal
cartilages. Thus cartilage is one of those tissues which maintains till late
in life a mechanism for the renewal of youth. New formation progresses
side by side with regressive changes but it must not be assumed that this
power of renewal is at all vigorous (91).
Histological details of the fibrillar transformation of hyaline cartilage as
seen in the costal cartilages of the rat have been well described by Dawson
and Spark (21). A change in density occurs in the matrix with unmasking
of fibrillae particularly in the axial region. Small scattered globules of fat
and glycogen appear in the cells whose protoplasm is reticulated and stains
lightly. Surrounding this now differentiated axial core is an intermediate
zone of which the cells show a dense and homogeneous cytoplasm, with a
lightly staining nucleus, a few large fat globules and a peripheral row of
granules in vacuoles. The subperichondrial zone exhibits smaller cells
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without granules or globules. Next there appear clefts in the intermediate
zone produced by local resorption of matrix in the region of atypical cells.
A definite architectural pattern is developed in the disposition of these
areas of resorption and in the fibrillae which cross the clefts. Modifications
of the fibrillar systems rapidly follow resulting in a secondary fibrillar
pattern which spreads eventually to the subperichondrial zone but not so
distinctly into the axial zone. Occasionally, and particularly in older animales, the subperichondrial zone shows resorption of matrix and the car
tilage cells freed from their matrix lie along the fibrils like fibroblasts.
Vascular invasions, irruptions of active fibroblasts and even scanty os
sification occur. All these features are deeply instructive, not only from
the point of view of age changes, but also from the analogy they show to
the stages in bone formation in those areas of the skeleton where local
organizers determine the development of that tissue.
Elastic cartilage was studied by Amprino and Bairati (2) in the ear and
epiglottis. It undergoes the same changes as hyaline cartilage though not
to the same extent. Elastic fibers increase in number throughout life and
may even form sheets but as the number increases the elastic quality
diminishes.
For examples of fibrous cartilage Amprino and Bairati (3) chose the
intervertebral disc between second and third lumbar vertebrae and also
the cartilage of the symphysis pubis: of the two, the cartilage of the sym
physis, in mature years, is nearer hyaline cartilage in its structural
characters.
By the age of twenty years intervertebral cartilage has reached full
maturity of structure. This is attained in the symphysial cartilage at thirty
years. Thence to about sixty years is the period of mature life. Regressive
changes are thereafter predominant. These changes are penetration by
connective tissue and blood vessels, degeneration, calcification, necrosis,
lacerations and hemorrhages. Already at about thirty years a fibrous
change invades the hitherto hyaline ‘ cartilage of intervertebral and sym
physial areas beginning at the periphery and reaching the central portion
by about sixty years. Changes in the cartilage are closely related to syn
chronous changes in adjacent bony surfaces. The textural changes on the
symphysial face of the pubic bone have already been described (see pp.
800-803) as a typical example. The transformation of hyaline into fibrous
cartilage is thus one of the earliest signs of ageing in the body (89). The
degree of this change can be approximately estimated by plunging a knife
blade into the disc close to the body of the vertebra where the fibrosis
first appears and noting the resistance encountered. With the onset of
calcification the difficulty of inserting the knife is greatly increased: a
second attempt nearer the midvertical point of the disc may be necessary
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or the procedure may even have to be abondoned. Starting at about ten
years in the intervertebral disc and about fifteen years in the symphysis,
the number of cells enclosed within a single capsule increases but this
change commences in the depth and reaches the periphery at about forty
years. Fibrous cartilage undergoes less natural retrogressive change than
either hyaline or elastic cartilage but its power of repair is likewise small.
Perhaps the greatly altered function of the vertebral column in man, when
contrasted with other mammals, predisposes the intervertebral discs to a
regressive modification of the normal ageing process. Being cartilaginous
structures however they tend to show degenerative processes at a com
paratively early age in lower mammals as well as in man (77-83).
For an adequate description of the life history of that very complex
structure, the intervertebral disc, the account by Beadle (8) should be
consulted. I have made no mention of chorda cells of the nucleus pulposus
for these have already disappeared before the adult or second period is
reached (89). There is some doubt as to whether the cavity which appears
both in discs and symphysis during childhood is a genuine joint cavity.
The nucleus pulposus is a glistening, white, translucent cushion of fluid
consistency forming the central part of the intervertebral disc, exceedingly
firm and elastic and probably under considerable internal pressure from
its own turgor. Enclosing the nucleus and forming the peripheral portion
of the disc is the annulus fibrosus studied as an example of fibrous cartilage
by Amprino and Bairati (3). So densely fibrous is the annulus that one
may have difficulty in identifying the cellular elements in a section ex
amined with the microscope. The turgor of the nucleus pulposus depends
on the fluid content of the tissue which gradually diminishes with age and
may be completely lost in tissue degeneration. Puschel (55) gives the water
content at birth as approximately 88 per cent for the nucleus and 78 per
cent for the annulus. It diminishes rapidly during the first year and by the
age of three years has attained a value of 76 to 78 per cent for the nucleus
and 70 per cent for the annulus. Thereafter the annulus remains steady
until old age when its water content sinks a little lower. The nucleus how
ever steadily diminishes in its water content which gradually approaches
that of the annulus so that, in a woman of seventy seven years, its water
content was 67 per cent while the annulus had maintained a value of 69
per cent. Compared with those of age, individual differences in water
content are small and probably constitutional in origin. In degenerated
discs the water content depends on the type and degree of change. A swol
len and moist appearance of the disc on section is the earliest sign of de
generation but such discs do not register any change in water content. The
appearance must therefore be due to a modification in the constitution of
the tissue. But the dry, crumbling and fissured disc, more advanced in
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degeneration, shows a water content deviating in less or more degree from
the normal.
A special though aberrant age change in cartilage so far recognized only
in the publications of Todd and in those of Dawson (20, 67-68, 78-79,
84, 86-87) is that characteristic of cartilage which has remained at a site
in the skeleton beyond the age when it usually disappears through trans
formation into or replacement by bone. This cartilage can be described as
in a “ lapsed” state for the reason that its occurrence in diaphysoepiphysial
plances where union should have already been perfected between shaft
and epiphysis. It also occurs however in sutures of the skull and in all
persistent symphyses like that of the pubis. The hyaline cartilage of the
plane becomes increasingly fibrous and sometimes cystic in places. A thin
lamella of bone forms over both faces of the cartilage capping the adjacent
bone ends with a Avax-like texture and shutting off the cartilage from the
cancellous tissue. Dawson has described the histological features very Avell
(20). The condition is caused by any nutritional or other deficiency Avhich
retards the rate of skeletal maturation, It is observable in rachitic bones of
young rats maintained for more than three Aveeks on a rachitogenic diet
(90) Avhere it is still a partially reversible phenomenon. It is evident also
in the more profund deficiency caused by experimental endocrine dis
turbance (84) Avhere the phenomenon is irreversible. Eventually osseous
bridges may erratically unite the periphery of the adjacent bones but never
the deeper parts as in regular eiphysial union.
In a sense this is cartilage undergoing regular age changes in an irregular
manner. It is not frankly pathological but is a borderline phenomenon
and is of course characteristically seen in the long and often permanently
patent sutures of the human skull. In the equally permanent human sym
physis pubis its characteristic of a structural pattern changing as age in
creases had already been fully described.
Bennett, Waine and Bauer (9) described in meticulous detail the changes
Avith advance in years in the cartilages of the knee joint. These constitute
a progressive pathologic process AArhich they term “ degenerative joint dis
ease” present in every subject over 15 years. As early as the second decade
the articular cartilage OA^er the central portions of the tibial condyles and
to lesser extent, the patellar surfaces of the femur, presented surface ir
regularities beneath Avhich the matrix AAras SAvollen and fibrillated and
occasionally fissured and cleft. Sections of the menisci shoAved slight fray
ing and splitting of the matrix accompanied by diminution in the number
of cells. By the fourth decade slight roughening and striation is found on
those portions of the cartilaginous tibial surfaces that articulated Avith the
femoral condyles. Corresponding changes occur in the latter. This roughen
ing, fraying and splitting of cartilage increases Avith advancing years. In
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the fifth decade ulcerations are common. Later deep, sharply defined ero
sions and widespread thinning of cartilage appears. The end point of the
process is complete denudation of the articular surfaces. The degree tc
which this occurs varies in individuals, even of extreme age.
Before leaving this subject some mention should be made of the vascular
channels and their role in cartilage. Hurrell (29) has summarized the
literature and added thereto his own investigations and critical analysis.
In man the channels make their appearance in the third fetal month and
it is only at a later stage that they are occupied by blood vessels. They
are therefore primarily nutritive in character although when ossification
of cartilage sets in, it is along the blood vessels in the course of these
channels that the bony tissue is laid down. Linberg (43) has made a study
of the life history of these channels which reach their full development in
the rib cartilages by thirty years. They are present according to this author
up to about sixty years when atrophy of the marrow elements is accom
panied by the formation of smooth-walled spaces and then by the dis
organization of the vascular channels. Henschen (26) has confirmed Lin
berg’s work by his roentgenograms of rib cartilages. The blood vessels
apparently remain present in advanced age unless the cartilage becomes
ossified. It is claimed that vascular channels are developed in permanent
cartilages in order to permit the persistence unaltered of masses of any
size inasmuch as the vascular channels appear to form in response to the
demand of the deeper cells for nutrition.
In summary, it is obvious that cartilage though pre-eminently a tissue
of the growth period, showing great power of activity in the early years,
nevertheless persists as a tissue of adult and of old age and in consequence
illustrates very clearly the types of transformation which characterize
successive phases in the life span.
The hyaline cartilage of the bones (including the cartilages of the ster
num, the costal cartilages, epiphysial cartilage (27), cartilage of the diaphyso-epiphysial plane and articular cartilage) and the hyaline cartilage
of the respiratory passages (including nose, trachea, bronchi, and most of
those of the larynx), so closely related in their histological appearance,
add to their substance by the transformation of fibers from their investiture
of connective tissue. Where this transformation does not mean the de
velopment of bone, as in costal cartilages and trachea it reaches its height
at about the twentieth year precisely like its counterpart in the subperi
osteal bony growth. Indeed both fibrillar changes and calcification are
common in costal cartilages though less so in the larynx early in the third
decade and actual bony transformation can be seen in both skeletal and
respiratory hyaline cartilages long before the age of forty years though
perhaps more commonly after that age.
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If cartilage is to remain relatively immune to these age changes, as in
the ear, the auditory tube, epiglottis, corniculate and cuneiform cartilages,
the apical and vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages, it takes the
form of elastic cartilage which becomes more fibrous with age changing
in the structure and elasticity of its special tissue but showing no tendency
to calcify or ossify with increasing age.
On the other side stands fibrocartilage comprising every intra-articular
disc and meniscus, the labra of the articular rims, the intervertebral discs
and the symphysis pubis. Here fibrous modification has occurred early but
maturity of structure is attained as in hyaline cartilage at about the
twentieth year. Fibrous transformation of a more vigorous type now begins
to appear and intensifies its activity as the years pass with this exception
that invasion of the symphysis is delayed for another decade. Doubtless
this peculiarity is associated with the special sexual character of the sym
physis (84). It is at the symphysis indeed that one can study most readily
the correlated and synchronous age changes taking place in the chief types
of skeletal tissue, namely, cartilage and bone.
The precise meaning and wider significance of age changes in hydration
in the nucleus pulposus of the intervertebral discs, a process the progress of
which is quantitatively measurable, are nevertheless still obscure.
The curious phenomenon of cartilage which has been retained in the
skeleton beyond the date of its regular disappearance is seen in human
cranial sutures and symphysis pubis. This “ lapsed” form of cartilage pre
sents precisely the pattern of transformation which one would expect,
namely, increasing fibrous change with ultimate regressive modifications.
C onclusion

Available for the study of age changes in the skeleton are two documented
collections comprising more than 4100 individuals in the anatomical labo
ratories of Western Reserve University in Cleveland and Washington
University in St. Louis. The assemblage of these collections alone represents
monumental achievement, for which investigators of skeletal ageing are
indebted to the late Dr. T. Wingate Todd and Dr. Robert J. Terry re
spectively.
These combined collections constitute a unique material resource un
rivalled by that available for the study of ageing in any other bodily system.
The quantity of skeletal material available for the study of ageing phenom
ena is vastly increased when the large collections of skulls and skeletons
of unattested age in the major museums of the country are considered
in addition. The contents of these have been catalogued by the present
writer (17).
Because of the great individual variability in the expression of age
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changes in the skeleton, large quantities of material are particularly im
portant for elucidation of the morphological facts.
The scientific potential of the Reserve and Washington collections for
knowledge of skeletal ageing has been realized only in minor degree.
Pioneer and exploratory studies with modern concepts have covered nearly
every aspect of skeletal ageing. Comparative mammalian investigations of
great value to the understanding of human phenomena have been made.
As useful and important as these studies have been, they were based on
much less material than is now at hand and for many desiderata most of
the features investigated need to be restudied on larger series and in the
light of newer collateral knowledge.
In this chapter the principal data extant on ageing in the skeleton have
been reviewed. The differences in the character of the population samples
from which present ageing criteria for the preadult and for the adult
skeleton are derived, has been emphasized. While the roentgenogram of
those of known provenience has been the basis for much revised and in
creasingly satisfactory ageing standards on the preadult skeleton, the dry
bones of the unknown destitute have been the material for standards for
the more difficult adult period which have been essentially unrevised since
the first modern-type studies were published.
Because the roentgenogram is the chief source of information on the
skeleton of the living adult, the need for techniques to chart ageing through
this medium is obvious. The referrability of standards based on cadaver
populations to living groups requires determination.
In the study of the problems of ageing in the adult skeleton much
difficulty and confusion has resulted in the past from premature attempts
to link age changes with age in years. The patterns of ageing differentiation
are one thing. Their association with time is another. Individual variation
in the progress of physiological and chronological ageing in the same person
is still a third consideration. Strategic selection of problems for investi
gation will eventually permit the manifold pieces of the puzzle to be fitted
together properly.
The physical labor, personal untidiness (one may get his coat soiled
quickly examining many skeletons) and travel from place to place involved
in the study of large series of skeletons may have diminished the attractive
ness of such study to gifted workers. In addition, the work is very time
consuming. Possibly it may be possible to accomplish with teams of workers
what has not yet accrued from the efforts of individuals or pairs.
The fact that morphology today is in the shadow of radioactive tracers
cannot obscure the fact that much information is yet to be gained from
descriptive morphological studies of ageing in the skeleton, nor that an
abundance of material is available.
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The importance has been stressed of viewing the ageing of the adult
skeleton in the perspective of the entire life span. The significance of
nutritional, endocrine and genetic factors in influencing preadult skeletal
development has been promisingly demonstrated. The valid identification
of such influences in the adult should eventually be possible. This has
already been shown in the case of variations in mineralization of the bones
of the same person.
The ageing phenomena offer many possibilities for experimental ap
proaches to problems presented by morphological findings in statistical
series. Coordinated programs involving morphological, experimental and
clinical approaches should make an appearance in the near future.
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